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For a linear semisimple Lie group with a compact Cartan subgroup, the authors 
obtain formulas for the action of intertwining operators on certain subspaces of 
standard induced representations. These formulas provide explicit limitations on the 
pool of candidates for irreducible unitary representations, since the only possible 
invariant inner product is given by such an intertwining operator. c 1989 Academic 
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The problem of classifying the irreducible unitary representations of a 
semisimple Lie group comes down to this: The Langlands classification 
describes the wider class of irreducible “admissible” representations, and 
one simply has to decide which irreducible admissible representations 
admit invariant Hermitian inner products. In fact, the problem is even 
more concrete than this description makes it sound. The Langlands 
classification realizes representations on quotients of L* spaces, and the L* 
norm provides a noninvariant inner product for reference. There is at most 
one invariant Hermitian form (up to scalars), and this form is given in 
terms of the L2 inner product by an explicit intertwining operator. (See 
[12, Chapts. 14 and 161, for details.) To decide unitarity, it is enough to 
determine whether this intertwining operator is semidelinite. 
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Although the operator is given by an explicit integral or singular 
integral, attempts at evaluating the integral or deciding the operator’s 
signature directly have been largely unsuccessful. In [ 1, 21, we introduced 
two related techniques to help compute a small part of the signature. As a 
result we obtained necessary conditions for unitarity. The techniques are 
based on an old idea that has been used extensively by Klimyk, often in 
collaboration with Gavrilik, for particular classical groups (see, e.g., [IO]): 
We take advantage of the intertwining property of the operator to relate 
the behavior on one subspace to that on another. 

In four papers [2-51, we combined known results with formulas 
obtained from these techniques to classify irreducible unitary represen- 
tations in certain situations (SU(N, 2) some other groups of real rank two, 
and Langlands quotients obtained from maximal parabolic subgroups). 
Although the four papers contain the full combinatorial arguments 
necessary to derive the classifications from the formulas, they do not 
contain the proofs of the formulas themselves. 

In the present paper we begin the derivations of these formulas. We shall 
see that the formulas are rather complicated to derive from the techniques 

TABLE I 

Locations of Proofs of Announced Results 

Announced result Location of proof 

Theorem 1 of [ 11 

Theorem 2 of [l] 
Theorem 3 of [ 1 ] 
Theorem 4 of [ I] 

Theorem 5 of [ I] 
Theorem 6 of [ 11 
Theorem 7 of [ 1 ] 
Lemma 2.1 of [2] 
Theorem 2.2 of [2] 
Theorem 2.3 of [2] 
Theorem 2.4 of [2] 
Theorem 2.5 of [2] 
Proposition 3.1 of [S] 
Theorem 3.2 of [5] 
Theorem 3.4 of [S] 
Proposition 3.5 of [S] 
Proposition 3.6 of [5] 
Proposition 3.7 of [S] 
Proposition 3.8 of [ 151 

Corollary 5.2 and Remarks 
Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 
Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 7.2 
Corollary 3.6 
Proposition 3.4 and Remarks 
Conclusion (b) of [ 1 ] not completely proved 
Theorem 3.3 

c51 
c51 
Corollary 1.6 
Theorem 5.1 and Remarks 
Theorem 6.4 and Remarks 
Theorem 10.1 and Remarks 
Theorem 2.1 and Remarks 
Theorem 1.3 
Corollary 5.2 and Remarks 

Cl41 
Corollary 7.3 
Corollary 8.2 
Corollary 8.3 
Theorem 9.1 
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of [ 1,2], and we shall be content for now with handling only those 
formulas that are applicable when the underlying semisimple group has a 
compact Cartan subgroup. In a sequel we shall derive the formulas that are 
applicable when there is no compact Cartan subgroup. 

The derivations begin in Section 5. In Sections l-3 we develop some 
preliminary material on decompositions of tensor products and on mul- 
tiplicity questions, and in Section 4 we review the techniques introduced in 
[L 21. 

Contents. 1. Occurrence of K types in a tensor product. 2. Some iden- 
tities for half sums of roots. 3. Multiplicity questions for K types. 
4. Necessary conditions for unitarity. 5. General one-step formula. 6. Two- 
step formula with some conjugacy. 7. Two-step formula applicable to gaps 
in Sp(n, 1). 8. Two-step formulas applicable to sharper estimates in 
SO(N, 2). 9. Two-step formula applicable to gap in S0(2n, 3). 10. Two-step 
formula giving elliptical cut-offs. 

1. OCCURRENCE OF K TYPES IN A TENSOR PRODUCT 

Let G be a linear connected reductive Lie group, and let K be a maximal 
compact subgroup. We denote Lie algebras by corresponding lower-case 
German letters, and we write @ as a superscript to indicate com- 
plexilication. Let 8 be a Cartan involution of g with respect to I, and write 
g = f @ p as the corresponding Cartan decomposition. We fix on g a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear form B, invariant under 8 such that ad g 
acts by skew transformations, B, is negative on I x I, B, is positive on p x p, 
and B,(f, p) = 0. We extend B, to gc x gc so as to be complex bilinear. 

In this paper, we shall assume that rank G = rank K and that g has no 
simple factor of type G,. We fix a maximal torus B in K, and then B is a 
Cartan subgroup of G. Let A = d(gc, bc) be the set of roots of gc with 
respect to b”, and let A, and A, be the subsets of compact and noncompact 
roots, respectively. Roots are real-valued on ib. The form B, induces an 
inner product ( ., . ) on the set of linear functionals on bc that are real- 
valued on ib, and we write p’ -L p” if (CL’, p”) = 0. If p’ and p” are roots, 
we write p’ II p” (and say p’ is strongly orthogonal to p”) if neither 
p’ + p” nor p’ - p” is in A u (0). 

Starting in Section 2, we shall work with a specific choice of A +, the set 
of positive roots within A, and we shall let Ai = A,n A+. But for now let 
us suppose that Ai is any positive system for A,= A(fc, bc). If W, denotes 
the Weyl group of A, and if p’ is a linear functional on 6” that is real- 
valued on ib, then there exists WE W, such that w$ is Ai dominant, and 
we write (cl’)” for this dominant form. If A’ is A; dominant and is 
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(analytically) integral (i.e., if exp A’ is well defined on B), we let t,,, be an 
irreducible representation of K with highest weight A’. We shall regard p( 
as a representation of K under Ad(K); the weights of pc are the members of 
A,,, each with multiplicity one. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A’ be integral and Ai dominant. Then 

(a) every irreducible constituent of z,,,@pC has highest weight of the 
form A’ + B with B in A,, ; 

(b) every irreducible constituent of 5,. @ p’ has multiplicity one. 

This is well known and follows from Problems 13 and 14 on p. 111 of 
[ 121. In Theorem 1.3 below we shall describe which forms A’ + /I actually 
do arise as highest weights in z,,@p”. But first we need a lemma. If A’ is 
dominant integral, we let A,,., be the subset of roots in A, orthogonal to 
A’. This is a root system, and the simple roots of A:, ,,, = A,, nS n Ai are 
simple in Ai since A’ is dominant. Let W,& be the Weyl group of A...‘; 
this is the subgroup of W, fixing A’, by Chevalley’s Lemma [ 12, p. 813. If 
p’ is merely integral, we let A,, pc’ be the subset of roots in A, orthogonal to 
p’; this is a root system but is not necessarily generated by Ai simple roots. 

LEMMA 1.2. Let A’ be integral and AZ dominant, and let /I be in A,. 
Then (A’ + b)” is of the ,form A’+ 8’ with j3’ in A,,, and 8’ is obtained 
constructively as follows: Let fi, be the result of making fi dominant for AZ, ,,, 
(by means of W,, ,,,,). Th en exactly one of the following things happens: 

(a) A’ + p, is AL dominant, and /?‘= /?, . 

(b) There exists a A$ simple root y with 2(A’, y)/Iy12= +l and 
2(p,, y)/l y12 = -2. In this case let f12 be the short noncompact root 8, + y. 
Then B’ is the result of making b2 dominant for A$% nS (by means of Wk. ,,,). 

Remark. If fl is short, then so is /I,, and 2(8,, y)/ly]‘= -2 is 
impossible. Thus the process above stops with (/i’ + 8)” = A’ + b,. 

Proof If y is AZ simple, we write 

~(A’+B,,~>=~(A’,Y>+~(BI,Y) 
IY12 lY12 lY12 . 

For y in A,$,., both terms on the right are 20.. For y not in A;, nS, the first 
term is > 1, and the sum on the right can be <O only if the two terms on 
the right are + 1 and -2, respectively, since g has no G2 factors. Thus 
A’ + /Ii is Ai dominant unless the condition in (b) holds. 

In any event, let /I, = w/I with w  in W,, ,,,. Then WA’ = A’, so that 
w(A’+p)=A’+/?,. If /if+/?, is AZ dominant, we thus conclude /I’=/?,. 
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Now suppose the condition in (b) holds. Let sy be reflection in y. Then the 
inner products in (b) force 

so that A’ + fl is conjugate to A’ + b2 by W,. If we now repeat the proof, 
replacing /I by b2 throughout, then the remark shows that (A’ + Bz)” = 
A’ + /I’ with /I’ equal to the result of making /I2 dominant for As, ,,,. 

THEOREM 1.3. Let A’ be integral and AZ dominant, let b be a noncom- 
pact root, and suppose A’ + /? is Ai dominant. Then r,, + B fails to occur in 
z,,, @ p@ if and only if there exists a (necessarily short) A: simple root y such 
that y is in A:,,. and that y I /I but y I/L /3. 

Proof: If p’ is an integral form, we define sgn p’ as follows. If p’ I y for 
some 11’ in A,, we take sgn p’ = 0. Otherwise, there is a unique w  in W, 
such wp’ is A; dominant, and we take sgn p’ = sgn w. From [9, p. 1421 or 
[12, p. 1123, we have 

~,,OP~= 1 sgn(A’+B’+s,)z(,,+P’+6K)V -dK, (1.1) 
P’EA” 

where 6, is half the sum of the members of As. 
Now suppose z,,.+~ does not occur in r,,,@ pc. By (l.l), there exists 

p’ # b in A, such that 

(A’+/?+h,)” -6~=(A’+p+6,)” -6,. (1.2) 

Since 6, is algebraically integral, it will be helpful to regard (A’ + p + 6,) ” 
as the highest weight of a representation of a finite cover of K. Since A’ + B 
is A$ dominant, (1.2) implies that A’ + /I’ + 6, is a weight of z,,.+~+~~. 
Hence 

(A’+p+6,)-(A’+S’+~K)= 1 n,y, n,=integer>O (1.3) 
YEAK+ 

and 

)A’+p+6,)*= )A’+p+dK1*. 

Expanding (1.4) gives 

(1.4) 

Since A’ + 6, is Ai dominant and nonsingular, substitution from (1.3) 
shows that 1 /I’ I* - I fl I ’ > 0. Thus B’ is long and p is short. Hence we have 
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and equality can hold throughout only if n, > 0 implies y is orthogonal to 
A’ and is A,+ simple. Since /I is short, we conclude that equality holds 
throughout, that there is only one nonzero term on the right, and that its ; 
is short and has ny = 1. Thus fi - fl’ = y with y short and simple in A ;, ,,, . 
Since the long root fi’ is the difference of the short roots /I’ and y, /? and ;J 
must be orthogonal but not strongly orthogonal. This completes the proof 
in one direction. 

Conversely suppose that there exists a short AZ simple root y such that “J 
is in A; n, 
in y. Then 

and that y 1 /I but y I/L b. Put fl’ = p - y, and let sy be reflection 

shows that (1.2) holds and that sgn(A’ + /II’ + 6,) = - 1. 
In (1.1 ), suppose that another term, say the fl” term, has 

(n’+/?+d,)” -6,=(n’+p”+6,)” -6, 

and B” #/I?. Running through the argument in the direct part of the proof 
and then the argument in the above paragraph, we see that 
sgn(A’ + j” + 6,) = - 1. Therefore the total coefficient of r(,,,, + B + 6Kj V ~ iiK in 
(1.1) is 60 and must be 0. 

COROLLARY 1.4. Let A’ be integral and A$ dominant, let /I be a noncom- 
pact root, and suppose A’ + /I is Ai dominant. Then t,,. + B occurs in z,,, Q p” 
if either 

(a) all noncompact roots have the same length or 

(b) /I is long. 

THEOREM 1.5. Let u’ be integral, let A’ = (u’) “, let /3 be a noncompact 
root, and suppose T(~, + 8, V occurs in 5,. @ p”. Let E = EC,,,D,. be the projec- 
tion of z,,,@p” on the z~,~+~,~ subspace (along the subspaces for the other K 
types). If v’ is a nonzero weight vector for z,,, with weight p’ and if X, is a 
nonzero root vector for B, then E(v’ 0 Xfi) is nonzero. 

Proof: For much of the proof, we shall assume that ,u’ = A’, i.e., that p’ 
is A$ dominant. First suppose A’ + p is A$ dominant. Let v” = C vi @ X,, 
be a nonzero highest weight vector for the r,,, + B subspace of 5,. Q p”. We 
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may assume that each ui is a nonzero weight vector of weight A’ + p - pi 
and that these weights are decreasing as i increases. Suppose ui # cv’. 
Choose y in AZ with z,(X,) u, #O. Then 

The only term on the right side with first component of weight 
>A’+/l-fl,+y is r,.(X,)u,OXP,. Therefore r,(X.,) u, = 0, contradic- 
tion. We conclude that 

(1.5) 

with c # 0. 
Let us introduce a K-invariant inner product for r,,, and take the 

induced inner product on 7,. Q pc. Then E = Ecn.+B,v is an orthogonal 
projection. If E(v’ @ XP) = 0, then (1.5) gives 

Thus 

Since the two terms on the right side of (1.5) are orthogonal and c is #O, 
this inequality gives a contradiction. 

This completes the proof if /1’+ /I is A; dominant. The next case to 
consider is that A’+ s/I is AZ dominant for some s in W, ,,,. Let w  be a 

’ representative of s in K. If E(v’ @ Xfi) = 0, then also 

o=r (n’+B)” (w) E(v’QXg)=E((~,,QAd)(w)(u’QXB)) 

= E(t,,(w) v’@Ad(w) Xs). 
(1.6) 

Since s is in W,, ns, zn(w) u’ is a nonzero vector of weight sn’ = /i’ in the 
space for z,,; thus zn(w) u’ is a nonzero multiple of u’. Moreover, 
Ad(w) XP is a nonzero multiple of Xsa. Thus (1.6) gives us E(u’ @ XsB) = 0, 
in contradiction to the result of the previous paragraph. 

This completes the proof if /i’ + sfi is AZ dominant for some s in W,, ,,,. 
Now we consider general p. Choose s in W, ,,, such that s/I is A&. 
dominant. The previous paragraph and Lemma 1.2 show that we are done 
unless p is long and there exists a short AZ simple root y such that 
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2(n’,7)/I’/IZ= $1 and 2(.rb,y)/l)i’= -2. The root ~2=s~+~ is short, 
and the result of the previous paragraph shows that E(u’0 XJB+.,,) # 0. 
Since c“ is a highest weight vector for T,,., we have 

= E( u’ 0 ad(X,) X.,lr). 

The right side is a nonzero multiple of E(u’ @ XSll+ 7), which we know to be 
nonzero. Therefore E(v’ @ X,s) on the left side is nonzero. Arguing with a 
representative w  of s as in (1.6), we see that E(u’ @ X8) # 0. 

Finally in the general case in which p’ is not necessarily A: dominant, 
we introduce a new positive system for A, so that p’ is dominant, and then 
the theorem reduces to the case that has already been proved. 

COROLLARY 1.6. Let p’ be integral, let A’ = (p’)“, let /I be a noncompact 
root, and suppose either that all noncompact roots have the same length or 
that b is long. If v’ is a nonzero weight vector for r,, with weight p’, and ifX, 
is a nonzero root vector for /I, then E,,,. + B, V (v’ Q Xa) is nonzero. 

Proof: This follows from Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.4. 

2. SOME IDENTITIES FOR HALF SUMS OF RENTS 

Our chief objective in this paper will be to obtain explicit formulas for 
the effect of standard intertwining operators on certain K types of induced 
representations. In this section we introduce the representations to be 
studied, note how to compute their minimal K types, and establish some 
identities for half sums of roots. 

We shall introduce our notation in the full generality that we need. But 
we shall state and prove the main result of this section, Theorem 2.1, only 
for the case of representations induced from maximal parabolic subgroups. 
However, we have used Theorem 2.1 in [2] in more generality; thus we 
shall indicate at the end of this section the simple modifications in the 
statement and proof that give the generalization quoted in [2]. 

We continue with the notation of Section 1. In particular, g has a com- 
pact Cartan subalgebra b, A is A(gC, bc), and A, and A,, are the subsets of 
compact and noncompact roots, respectively. By [8, pp. 155-1563, we 
select root vectors X, for fi in A in such a way that 

and 

&W/9, X-p) = 2/l B I 2 (2.la) 

ox, = -x-p. (2.lb) 
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Then it follows that H,, defined by 

H, = lx,, x-,13 (2.2) 

satisfies B(Ha) = 2 and that 

are in g if b is noncompact 

are in g if b is compact. 
(2.3) 

The Hermitian form 

(X, Y) = -l&(X, eq (2.4) 

is a positive definite inner product on gc that is invariant under Ad(K). If 
(t, V) is any finite-dimensional representation of K and if ( ., . ) is a 
positive definite K-invariant Hermitian inner product on V, then 
r(X)* = -t(X) for X in f, and it follows that 

T(x)* = -r(B) = -?(a) for XE f”. 

From this identity we readily find that 

Q-f/3)* = w$J for /?Ed (2Sa) 

T(x),)* =7(X-,) for y~d, (2Sb) 

t[X,, x,.]* = -7[X,, x-,,I for PELI~, j?‘EdK 

orj3EA,,,fl’EA,. (2.k) 

For functions on G, we use vector field notation for differentiation, 
letting Xf(g)= (d/dr)f((exp 2X))’ g)(,=O if X is in g. If X and Y are in g 
and if 2 =X+ iY, we let Zf = Xf + iYf: Then 

Zf= F$ (2.6) 

Fix a nonempty ordered set tlr, . . . . a, of noncompact roots that are 
superorthogonal in the sense that no nontrivial linear combination of the uj 
is a root. (Often we shall be interested in the case I = 1, and then we write tl 
for a,.) Define 

a= f: WX,+L,), 
j=l 

and use the lexicographic ordering from the ordered basis 

x,, + XL,, . . . . x,,+ Km, 

580/82/l-11 
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to define a notation of positivity. Using this a and this notion of positivity, 
we can construct a parabolic subgroup MAN in the usual way, and MAN 
will be cuspidal in the sense that rank M= rank(Kn M). Let p be half 
the sum, with multiplicities counted, of the roots of (g, a) that are 
positive relative to N. We write gj for the Cayley transform of ai. Then 
q x,, + x_ J = 2. 

Let b- be the common kernel in b of the ais. Then b- is a compact 
Cartan subalgebra of m, and 

A- = {yEdJy I cc,forallj} 

may be identified as the root system of (m”, by). [Caution: The root 
vectors for the roots of (mc, 65) are not the XY’s for y E A _ but are Cayley 
transforms (relative to tl,, . . . . a,) of the Xr’s.] 

We fix a discrete series or (nonzero) limit of discrete series representation 
B of M. Let M# = M,Z,, the product of the identity component and the 
center of M. By (12.82) and Proposition 12.32 of [12], g is induced from a 
discrete series or limit r~# of M’ acting in a Hilbert space Vu’. 

Now Lemma 12.30 of [ 121 shows that M# = M,F, where F is the finite 
abelian group generated by the elements yII = exp riHB with #? a real root of 
d(g”, (a @ b- )“). Since the Cayley transformed G,‘s span the real roots and 
since the ais are assumed superorthogonal, the only /I’s that are relevant 
are /I=Gj. Thus o# is determined by its Harish-Chandra parameter 
(A,, (A -)‘) and its scalar value on each element yi, of Z,. We write yz, 
for y:,. 

Let ;1 be the minimal (Kn M# ) type of 0 # given on b _ by 

where 6_,,. and 6-,, are the respective half sums of the positive M-com- 
pact and M-noncompact roots of A _ . Following the procedure of [ 111, we 
introduce a positive system A+ containing (A- ) + such that each yj. is 
simple for A +. (Th e condition on the ais in [ 111 is weaker than simphclty 
of the uj’s, but the aj’s turn out to be simple here because of the 
superorthogonality.) Let As = A+ n A, and A+ = A+ n A,, and 
6,, 6,, and 6- be the half sums of the membe”rs of A+, AL, 

let S, 
A,+, and 

(A-)+, respectively. 
We shall study the family of induced representations 

U(v)= U(MAN, 6, ~)=ind~~~(~@e”@ l), (2.7) 

where v is a complex-valued linear functional on a and the induction is 
normalized so that imaginary v yields unitary V(v). We regard the induced 
representation as acting on functions by the left regular representation. 
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The main result of [ 1 l] is that the highest weights of the minimal K 
types of U(v) are given by all Ai dominant expressions of the form 

n=n- c ’ (26rc7 aj> a-+~ 

j=l Iajl* ' ' 

where ,u is given by cj=, sjaj with each sj equal to ,haj or to 0, depending 
(in a nontrivial fashion) on the value of a#(~,). Moreover at least one 
choice of the system of signs in the i-$aj terms of p gives a Ai dominant A. 
We fix such a choice of p and hence A. From [ 111 an alternative formula 
for A is 

A=&+6--26,- i jaj+p. 
j= 1 

(2.9) 

It is clear that ,4 lb_ = A. The first part of the proof of the minimal K type 
formula that appears on pp. 629-63 1 of [ 121 shows that a highest weight 
vector for r,, in U(v) is highest of type rA for Kn M0 and that the value of 
r,(y,,) on a highest weight vector is the same as the scalar value of a#(~,). 
(To see these facts, it is necessary to supplement the arguments of [12] 
with the observation that Y = span r,(K,) u,, in [ 123 is one-dimensional. 
In fact, G, is locally a product of X(2, R)‘s since the aj’s are super- 
orthogonal. Hence K, is abelian and is contained in B.) 

It will be important to us that z,, has multiplicity one in U(v). This is a 
theorem of Vogan [ 191. In our situation the arguments in [ 123 reduce this 
assertion to the corresponding result in a product of SL(2, IX)%, where it is 
well known. 

For the remainder of this section, we shall take I= 1 and write a = a1. 
Later we shall state a version of Theorem 2.1 valid for general 1. Define 

2GL, a> v,+=l+ (a,2 -+2#{fiEA,+(/?-aEAand (A,p-a)=O} 

+ # j?EA~ljI-a~A, I~~2<la12,2’l~~~~)= +l} (2.10a) 

“0 =l-Kw) ltll,+2#{PEA,+l/3+aEAand (A,p+a)=O} 

- t  # PEA,+ I/?+aEA, IpI’< (al*, (2.10b) 

THEOREM 2.1. Let p’ be an integral form on b, and define (with the signs 
taken consistently throughout) 
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Then 

(a) 1+11=2# {B~d,l/?r ac4 IP12>14*,$~BTa}, 
(b) I+II=O zfp’ is AL dominant and ~c,,8,uj. occurs in z,,@pc:, 

(c) I= -II=v,’ ifp’=A Andy,,,.,. occurs in z,@pc. 

Proof of (a). Put &=2(p’,y)/lyl*. The sum I+II-2p(X,+X-,) is 

= -2- # {PEA.IpTaed, lBl*-c Ial*,&+.= 1) 

- # IPEd,lPkaE4 IBl*<laI*, W+a)8+.= I} 

-279 (P-f,lPT a~~,IS12~Ia12,f*~s.>,1) 

-2# (PEd.IBfaEh I~12~I~12,&3cr~2} 

-2# {BEdnIB* aE4 lPl*dlal*, ($ka)p..2 I} 

-2# {PEd,Ib+aE4 181’~1~1’; (p’fa)B+z>2}. 

On the second and sixth lines, we have ( +a)a+ 2 = 2. On the fifth line, we 
have (+a)8+a= 0 when ~~~2>~a~2 and (i-a)8,,=l when Ipj2=Ia12. 
Taking these relations into account and replacing j? by -b in the same 
lines, we find that the above expression is 
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=-2-# {~~A.I~Ta~A,l~12~lq12,~~~~=1} 

- # {PEA,lPTaEA, IP12~la12,&Ta=l} 

-2# {j?EA,lBT aed, IPI’ Ia12,p~3a> 1> 

-2# (BEA.IpTaEA, 1j?12<la12,p~+.>2} 

- P# VEdnlPf aEd, IPI*> Ia12,&T.G -1) 

+2# {BEA,lBTaEA, 1812= Ia12,p~ra<O}l 

-2# (jEA,lBT aE4 IB12~Ia12,&T~<O) 
=-2-2# {fiEA,lflfa~A} 

+2# {BEA,lPTaEA, I~12~Ia12,p~Fa=0}. (2.11) 

Now 

2<2P, d) 
WX,+L)= lEl* 

2<8, a> 
= 8;A 7’ (2.12) 

We shall prove that 

c 20, a> 
7=22# {j?EA,l~--aed} +2. 

INI 
(2.13) 

</3P:>A> 0 

To do so, we consider all a strings of roots in A. The only singleton string 
that contributes to either side of (2.13) is {a}, which contributes 2 to the 
left side and the constant term 2 to the right side. We consider a doubleton 
string {y, y - a} together with its negative { --y + a, -y >. The roots y and 
- y + a contribute a total of 2 to the left side of (2.13); exactly one of y and 
-y + a is noncompact, and it contributes a matching 2 to the right side of 
(2.13). Consider a tripleton string {y, y - a, y -2a) together with its 
negative { - y + 2a, - y + a, - y }. The roots y and - y + 2a contribute a 
total of 4 to the left side of (2.13), and one of the pairs (y, -y +2a) or 
(y - a, - y + a) contributes a matching 4 to the right side of (2.13). This 
proves (2.13), and also we have 

2# {~~Anlj3-a~A)=2# {fl~A,l~+a~A} (2.14) 

by replacing /I by -/I. Combining (2.11), (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14), we 
obtain conclusion (a) of the theorem. 

Proof of (b). We give the argument for the top choice of signs. Write 
(p’+ a)” = p’+ PO, and suppose I + II is nonzero. Choose fl in A, with 
B--qcA, 1812> la12, and cc’ I b - a. Since a is short, Lemma 1.2 allows us 
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to write /Jo = wc( for some M’ in IV,,,,.. Put 1’ = ~$/3 - cz). Then ;’ is in d K, I’ . 
y I PO, and y I/L PO. Possibly replacing y by -y, we may assume 7 is 
positive. 

Thus A&/ has a member y with y I PO and y -L/L PO. Changing notation, 
let ‘J be a minimal element in A$+, with y 1 /& and y l.,L ,!&. We shall 
prove that y is AZ simple. 

Assuming the contrary, write y = y, + yz with y, and yz in Ai. Since p’ is 
assumed Ai dominant, y, and y2 are in A;,,,. But PO is A:,,. dominant, 
and thus (aO,yl)aO and (PO, yz)>O. Since (Do, yl+yz)=O, we 
conclude 

@o~Y1)=tacl>Y,)=o. (2.15) 

Now O<IYI~=(Y,Y~)+<Y~Y~) implies (Y,Y,)>O or (Y,Y~)>O. 
Without loss of generality, let us say (y, y, ) > 0. We know that y + p,, are 
roots, and (2.15) gives 

Hence yz + &, = (y k PO) - y, are roots. Thus y2 is in A& 2, with y2 I PO and 
y2 i/L /&,. So y2 contradicts the minimality of y, and we conclude y is Ai 
simple. 

Taking the existence of y into account in Theorem 1.3, we see that 
z,, + po does not occur in r,, 0 pc, in contradiction to our hypothesis. This 
proves (b). 

Proof of(c). We give the argument for the top choice of signs. In view 
of (b), we have only to show that I = v:. Substituting from (2.12) and 
(2.13) for p(X,+X-,) and from (2.8) for A,=2(n, cr)/Icc12, we have 

I= # {PEA,ID- a~A)+1-2(26~),+p~ 

-# (~EA.IB-~~A,I~I~~I~I~,~~-~=~) 

-2# ~PEA~IB- aed, I/II’> la12,AB-.2 l} 

-2# @EA,IB- asA, l~12-cIa12,AB_ti~2} 

=l +pE+ # {~~A,(/?-a~A}-2(26K)z 

-2f (PEA,+ (B-aEA,A,-.> l} 

+ # {PEA,+ ID- aed, I/?]“< )aj2, A,-,= l} 

=I+&+ # {fieA,,IB-aeA}-2(26,), 

-2# {BEA:IB- aEA}+2# {/3~A,+I~-a~A,Ap_,=0) 

+ # VEA,+ IP- aed, IBI’-c Ial’, A,-,= 1). 
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Comparing this expression with v: , we see that it is enough to prove 

# VEA,lB-aed} -2# (/?EA,f I/?--aEA} =2’:“k;;a’. (2.16) 

To do so, we consider all a strings of roots in d. The singleton strings do 
not contribute to (2.16). We consider a doubleton string together with its 
negative: 

(Y,Y-a) and {--Y+a, -y>, 

where y >O. If y is noncompact, the contribution to (2.16) is 
1 - 2 = 2( y - a, a)/] a 1 2, and equality is preserved. If y is compact, the 
contribution to (2.16) is 1 -0= 2(y, a)/la12, and equality is preserved. 
This handles doubleton strings. We consider a tripleton string together 
with its negative: 

(w-a,y-2a) and i-y+& -?+a, -Y>, 

where y >O. If y is noncompact, the contribution to (2.16) is 2 - 2 = 
2(y - x, a)/1 a 1 2, and equality is preserved. If y is compact, the contribution 
to (2.16) is 2 - 2 = 2((y) + (y - 2a), a)/1 a 12, and equality is preserved. 
This handles tripleton strings. Thus (2.16) is proved, and the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 is complete. 

Remarks. In [2] we used a version of Theorem 2.1 applicable to a 
superorthogonal set { a1, . . . . aI} in place of {a>. For the precise statement, 
we fix j and replace a by aj in (2.10) and the statement of Theorem 2.1. 
Also we add to each of the sets of conditions (/I E A,,] ... } the condition 
/I 11 a,, . . . . ai_,. If we maintain these conventions throughout the proof, 
the proof goes through without further change. Let us define v2j and VO,~ as 
the versions of v: and v; that are modified in this way. 

3. MULTIPLICITY QUESTIONS FOR K TYPES 

We continue with the notation of Sections 1 and 2, but we take 1= 1 
through Proposition 3.4, so that { a1, . . . . aI} reduces to {a>. In this section 
we shall compute the multiplicities of certain K types and weights. 

Since 0 = ind$# a#, the double induction formula shows that 

U(v) = indg,, (a@eYO1)=ind~xaN(aX@e”@l). (3.la) 

Thus 

(3.lb) 
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(3.2) 

as the decomposition into (Kn M#) types. Since cr# is determined by 
rr# I,,,,,, and the scalar a”(y,), we can regard the Ii’s in (3.2) as distinct 
integral forms on b-. Frobenius reciprocity gives us the multiplicity 
formula 

CU(V)I,‘t,‘l=Cnj.‘CT,‘IKnM*:~i’l, (3.3) 
A’ 

a formula that motivates a number of the results of this section. 
Let 6 + be the result of making CI dominant relative to A$ n (by means of 

W,, n), and let 6 - be the result of making - c1 dominant relative to A; n. 
By the 6+ subgroup of G, we mean the reductive subgroup built from b,’ a, 
and all the simple roots of A+ needed for the expansion of 6 + in terms of 
A + simple roots. The 6 - subgroup of G is defined analogously in terms of 
6- and s,A+. 

LEMMA 3.1. If G has no factor split F4 and if a is nondegenerate in the 
sense of [16], then the following are equivalent: 

(a) LX and -a are conjugate via W,,. 

(b) A + LX and A - 01 are conjugate via W,, ,, 

(c) A + a and A - a are conjugate via W, 

(d) A+s+=(A+a)” =(/i-a)” =A+6- 

(e) (A,cr)=OandA+crisaweightof~~,~~,~ 

(f) (A,a)=OandA-a isa weight ofTC,+.,v. 

Moreover, these conditions can hold only tf there exist roots of two different 
lengths and u is short. 

Proof It is clear that (a) and (b) are equivalent. To see that (c), (e), 
and (f) are equivalent, first assume (c) holds. Then A + a is certainly a 
werght of rcnPsrjV, and A + a has the same length as A -a, so that 
(A, a) = 0. Thus (e) holds, and similarly (f) holds. Conversely if (e) holds, 
then (A,cc)=O implies IA+crl=lA-al. Since A+a is a weight of 
~(A-.)~, it must be an extreme weight, and we conclude A+ a is a W, 
transform of A - ~1. Thus (e) implies (c), and similarly (f) implies (c). 

Next let us observe that (d) implies (a). In fact, (d) gives 6+ = S-. Thus 
u is conjugate by W,, to 6 + = S-, which is conjugate by W, ,, to -a. 
Hence (d) implies (a). Clearly (a) and (b) imply (c). 
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To complete the equivalences, we show (c) implies (d). It is enough to 
prove (c) implies (.~+cY)” =n+6+ and (A-U)” =n+K. If all roots 
have the same length or if CI is short, this follows from Lemma 1.2. Thus we 
may assume that G is simple, that there are roots of two different lengths, 
and that c1 is long. Then G is locally Sp(n, R) or SO(odd, even), since split 
F4 is excluded by hypothesis. Lemma 7.1 of [S] says that either /i + c1 is 
not a weight of tC,-.)V or else /1 --c( is not a weight of tC,+.)V. Hence (e) 
or (f) fails, and (c) cannot hold when c1 is long and there are roots of two 
lengths. In particular, the six statements are always equivalent. 

Finally we show that (a) is impossible if all roots have the same length. 
We may assume G is simple. By (d), we have 6 + = 6 -. In the terminology 
of [S], the roots of the 6+ and 6- subgroups, as well as the members of 
A K. A 7 lie in the special basic case. Thus we may assume G is a special basic 
case. By Lemma 4.1 of [S], either the 6+ subgroup or the 6- subgroup has 
real rank one and is thus of the form SU(n, 1) locally. Since 6 + = 6-, tl and 
-CY are conjugate via the W, of a subgroup of the form SU(n, 1). But this 
is a contradiction, since 2cr is not the sum of compact roots in SU(n, 1). 

LEMMA 3.2. Zf P,and flz are noncompact short roots that are conjugate 
via wK, n, then there exists p in W,,. with p* = 1 such that /I2 =pb, . 

Proof. Since 8, and /I2 are conjugate via WK3 ,, , we can write 

BI=P2+ 1 n,y with n,EiL (3.4) 
YCA;, 

Among all such expressions (3.4), choose one with C 1 n, I as small as 
possible. In this case we shall prove that the y’s with ny # 0 are strongly 
orthogonal. 

In fact, we write 

O=I~~12-18212=~(ny2(~2,y)+n~Iy)2)+ 1 2n,n,,(y,y’). 
Y Y. Y’ 

Y#Y’ 

The first sum on the right side is 20 term by term since 

n,2<P2, r> +n: IYI*= In,1 ( 2<B*r Y > 

IA2 wn,+ 1 
) 

IYI* 

+ Iyl* h- In,I); 

here both terms on the right side are 20, the first one since y compact and 
/I2 short noncompact force I 2( fi2, r )/I y 1’ 1 Q 1. Thus 
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We claim that each term on the right is 0. Assuming the contrary, choose 7 
and y’ with n,n.,,,(y, r’) ~0. 

If nYn.;. > 0, then y + ‘J’ is a root. Without loss of generality, let 
1 nY. 1 2 ( n, ( . We can rewrite 

n,y + n,,y’ as n,(y + y’) + (n;,, -fly) y’ (3.5a) 

with 1 n,,, - nY 1 < 1 try, 1 and get a contradiction to the minimality of C 1 rr7 I. 
If n,n,,, < 0, then y - y’ is a root. Without loss of generality, let / fly0 I >/ In;, 1. 
We can rewrite 

n,y + n,,y’ as n,(y - y’) + (n., + n,.) y’ (3.5b) 

with I nY + nY. 1 < 1’2,. I and get a contradiction to the minimality of C I nY / . 
Thus the roots y in our minimal expression (3.4) are orthogonal. Let us 

prove they are strongly orthogonal. Suppose y and y’ occur with y I y’ and 
y J-/L y’. If nYnY, >O, then we argue as in (3.5a), using that y +y’ is a root, 
to get a contradiction. If nYnl,, < 0, then we argue as in (3.5b), using that 
y-y’ is a root, to get a contradiction. We conclude that the y’s in our 
minimal expression (3.4) are strongly orthogonal. 

Put p = Jj,,,., s,. Then p is in W,, ,, with p2 = 1. We shall prove that 
pfi, = b2. If s,‘occurs in p, then 

2(p,-82,v>=2(~n,.,y’.~)=2n 

/Y12 IY12 
Y’ (3.6) 

Here 2(81,yYly12 is 0, +I, or -1 since IBIldlyI, and 2(B2,rYly12 
similarly is 0, + 1, or - 1. Since nY # 0, the only possibilities to achieve 
(3.6) are 

W,,Y)= +1 
lY12 

and wLY)= -, 
lY12 

or 

Wl~Y)= -1 

lY12 
and wLY)= +1 

IY12 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

In either case, (3.7a) or (3.7b), we see that (/?,, -y) = (jz, y). Hence for 
each y, 

(PPl9Y)=@,?PY)=<81> -Y>=ab,Y). 

Now (3.4) gives 

(3.8) 
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and it is clear that p/I* E p2 + C, Ry. Hence 

(3.9) 

for suitable cy E R. Taking the inner product of both sides of (3.9) with each 
y and comparing with (3.8), we see that each cy is 0. Hence p/31 = bZ as 
required. 

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that G has no factor split F4, that CT is non- 
degenerate in the sense of [ 161, and that 01 and - ct are conjugate via W,, ,, . 
Let A, =(A+a)” =(/i-a)“. Then 

(4 CT,, : A + cc] = [T,, : A - CC] = 1 Vor the multiplicities of weights) 

(b) L-~n,I~n,w~:~J=1. 
Proof: Conclusion (a) is trivial: Since A + c1 and A - c1 are extreme 

weights of T,,,, they have multiplicity one. Toward conclusion (b), first let 
us prove that any weight /A’ of T,,, with $ lb- = il has the form 

$=A+(2n+l)or (3.10) 

for some integer n. In fact, p’ 1 b _ = A 1 b = A implies p’ - A = ccL for some 
constant c. Since p’ is a weight of T,,, Lemma 3.ld gives 

Hence 

$=A,- 1 n,y=A+s+- C n,y. 
YEAi yeAK+ 

ccL=f5+ - 1 n,y. 
YEAi 

Taking the inner product of both sides with the half.sum 6 shows that c is 
an integer. Since 6 + and cc are noncompact, c is odd. (See Problems 12 and 
13 on p. 478 of [12].) This proves (3.10). 

Parts (e) and (f) of Lemma 3.1 say that (A, cx) =O. Therefore /$I in 
(3.10) is too large for p’ to be a weight unless p’ = A f a. Taking into 
account (a) of the theorem, we see that the span of the weight vectors 
whose weight restricts to A has dimension 2, coming from weights /i + a 
and A - OZ. Consequently CT,,, I Krr Me : TJ < 2. 

To see that 1 < CT,,, 1 Kn M# : tn], let u,, + r and u, ~ o1 be nonzero weight 
vectors for T,, of weights ,4 + LY and /1 -u, respectively. We show for 
suitable normalization of these vectors that u,, + a + o, ~ oL is a highest weight 
vector for a Kn M# representation of type TV. We have 

T/&x) u/l +a = exp 
2ni(A + a, a) 2ni<A, cc> 

lu12 U/f+, =exp ,a,2 u,+,, 
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and the scalar on the right is the same one by which z,(y,) acts on a 
highest weight vector of r,,. Thus 

TA,(Y,) u/l+.=~#(Ym)Un+3 

Applying the same argument to u,, ~ %, we obtain 

TA,(YJU/l + 1 +uA~.)=~#(Y,)(UA+a+Un-a). 

Thus it is enough to exhibit a normalization such that the root vectors for 
the positive roots of (me, b” ) annihilate u, + Ix + u,, _ a. Let us set aside tem- 
porarily the question of which normalization to use and work with an 
arbitrary normalization. 

Let y be an M-compact positive root for (me, by) with zY as root vector. 
Then y -L CI. Suppose y II CI. Then fY can be taken to be X,. We have 
T,,(T~) uA +a = 0 since 

~n+a+y~2-IA+a12=2(A+a,y)+Iy12=2(4y)+Iy12>0 

shows n + c1+ y cannot be a weight of z,,, . Similarly T,,(-%!?) u,, _ % = 0. Thus 

~n,(~~)(UA+.+UA~.)=o. 

Next suppose that y I ct but y I/L a. By Lemma 5.4 of [15], we can take 
%>,:i= [X,, X,] - [X,, K,]. Then zA,[XY, X,] u,,+*=O since 

l(A+a)+(y+a)12-IA+a12=2(A+a,y+a)+Iy+a12 

=2(A,y)+21a12+Iy+a12>0 

shows (A + a) + (y + a) cannot be a weight of t,,. Similarly 
T,,[X,, X_,] u,-.=O. Consequently 

Actually each term on the right side of (3.11) is 0 unless (/1, y ) = 0. In fact, 
each term is a weight vector of weight A + y, and the equation 

I~+y12-lI+a12=2(/1,y)-2(/1,a)=2(/1,y) 

shows n + y is a weight only if (/i, y ) = 0. In this case, /1+ y is an extreme 
weight. 

For use below, let us observe conversely that 

TA,CX,Y x,1 U&,fO (3.12) 

if y I a, y I/L a, and (A, y ) = 0. Hence A + y is a weight, necessarily 
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extreme. In fact, all we have to observe is that (/i - a, y + a) < 0. Then 
(3.12) follows from standard facts about weight strings. 

Returning to (3.1 l), we see that every normalization of v, + a + v, ~ a 
gives a highest weight vector unless there is some y0 with ya I a, y. I/L a, 

and (A, y,,) = 0. Thus, in proving 1 < [rn, JKnMf : r,], we may assume 
there is such a root yO. In this case, let v, +?,, denote a nonzero weight 
vector of weight A + yO; this is unique up to a scalar since A + y0 is 
extreme. Then we can write 

so that 

T4]W,,9 x,1 “A-.=a,,“A+,, 

tn,[lX,,, X-J */l+.=b,,“A+,,~ 

Ll,(qJ(“A + d +“n-a)=(aro-bYo)“A+yo. (3.13) 

If y is another root with y I a, y J-/L a, and (A, y ) = 0, then we have 
similarly 

?l,(Q(“A +c +“A-.)=(a,--J”A+,. (3.14) 

The proof that 1 G CT,,, 1 Kn Mx : rJ will be complete if we show that a, -b, 
is a multiple of a,, - 6,,, (since then we can adjust v, _ oL by a scalar to make 
aYO - b,, be 0, with the result that the adjusted v, +a + u,, --r is Kn M” 
highest). 

Now ~/i,(xy,) v/i +,q - - 0 since 

shows that neither of (A + yO) + (y,, + a) is a weight. From (3.13) it follows 
that there is a nonzero constant c such that 

c(“A+.+“A-.)=~A,(~-,,)~A,(~~,,)(”A+.+”A-.) 

= by0 - &J ~A,(~-,,I “A +yo. 

Substituting into (3.14), we obtain 

(u,-~,)“/l+,=c -‘by0 - &J Ll,(Q ?I,(~-,,) “A +yov 

which is the desired relation. This proves that 1 < [r,,, I Kn ,+,# : rA] 
To complete the proof, we show that [r,,, IKn,,,+ : rr] is not 2. It is 

enough to prove that v, _ a is not K n M# highest. In view of (3.12), it is 
enough to produce an M-compact positive root y0 with y0 I a, y,, I/L a, 
and (A, yo) =O. 
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Applying Lemma 3.2 with /Ii = c1 and /I1 = -CZ, we can find strongly 
orthogonal roots ;I, in A,, ,, with (n SJ CI = -r. Then 

@--c 2(% Yi> -yi= ns,, u=--t-i IY,l ( > 
says that 

We may assume all the ci are nonzero. Taking into account the result of 
Lemma 3.1 that c( is short, we find the following possibilities, all having all 
lCil =&: 

(i) r = 2, both yi’s are long 

(ii) r = 3, one yi is long, two y;s are short 

(iii) r = 4, all y;s are short. 

Meanwhile Lemma 3.1 says that there do exist roots of two different 
lengths. We may assume G is simple, and then A is of type B,, C,, or F1. 
In B, and F4, any two orthogonal short roots fail to be strongly 
orthogonal. Thus (ii) and (iii) are ruled out above, and a = c,y, + czy2 with 
1 c1 1 = 1 c2 1 = 4. Put y. = s,,c( = c1 y, - c,y,. Then y. I ~1, y. I/l a, and 
(A, yo) = 0. The equation CI + y. = + yi shows that y. is G-noncompact. 
Thus y. is M-compact, as required. 

We are left with A of type C,,. In Sp(n, R), no noncompact root is W, 
conjugate to its negative. So we may assume G is locally Sp(p, q) with 
p + q = n and with K locally Q(p) x Sp(q). In standard notation we can 
write cr=e,-e,,,, and we may assume 2e, is a root of Q(p) and 2ej+, is a 
root of Sp(q). For c1 to be W, ,, conjugate to -c(, 2e, must be W, ,, 
conjugate to -2ej, and 2ej+, must be W, ,, conjugate to -2e,+ i. 
Consequently (A,ej)=(A,e,+,)=O. Then yo=e,+ej+, is a root with 
y. I c(, y. I/L ~1, and (A, yo) = 0. The equation tl + y. = 2ej with 2ej com- 
pact shows that y. is G-noncompact. Thus y. is M-compact, as required. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that u and - CI are not conjugate via W,, n. 
Suppose A:=(A+cx)” equals /1+6+ andA;=(A-a)” equals A+&. 
With the signs taken consistently throughout, 

(a) [t,::A*cr]=l. 

(b) CT,,: lKn,w :r,]d1+C,.o[rn;:/iT(2n+1)a]. 

(c) la?&+4 + : z2] IY A + a is not a weight of T,,;. 

A suf$cient condition for ATa not to be a weight of T,,: is that 
(A, +u><o. 
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(d) The nth term on the right side of (b) is 0 for n>O if 
c-4, fx)60. 

(e) The nth term on the right side of(b) is 0 for n > 0 if the 6 * group 
is classical. Zf, in addition, 26 * is not a sum of members of AZ, then the 0 th 
term is 0. 

Remarks. ( 1) The results for n : depend on having (A + CL) ” = n + 6 +, 
and those for A; depend on having (/i -a)” =/i + LV. Both these 
conditions are satisfied if all roots have the same length or if u is short, by 
Lemma 1.2. 

(2) In [l] we announced that 1 < [r,,: lKnM+ : rl] without the 
hypothesis on weights in (c). We are not able to prove the version in the 
announcement. But see Remark 3 with Corollary 5.2 for further infor- 
mation. 

(3) The condition on weights in (c) is not a necessary condition. For 
example, take G = Sp(2, 1) with 

+. A. e A;: 0 O======C 

a=e, -ez e2-e3 2e3 2eL e2 - e3 2e3 

A:: o 0 

el +e2 2e3 

If n=(l,O,O), then (n+a)” =(2, 1,0) and /1-cr=(O, l,O). So A-a 
is a weight of r(,, +aJY. A little computation shows nevertheless that 
C~(A..)V lKnM#: tJ= 1. 

Proof. We give the argument for /i:. The results for A; then follow by 
replacing A + by s, A + and a by - a. 

(a) /i + c1 is an extreme weight in r n: and therefore has multiplicity 
one. 

(b) The same argument as for (3.10), but with a reference to the 
hypothesis rather than to Lemma 3.ld, shows that any weight p’ of r,,: 
with ~‘1~~ =1 has the form 

$=/1+(2n+l)or (3.15) 

for some integer n. Choose w  E IV, ,, with wS+ = a. Then n + c1 is the 
highest weight of r,,: relative to WA,+, and thus 

p’=A+a- C n,,y’ 
y’ E Id; 

=fl+cc- C qvywy, n,,>O. 
Ysd; 
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Substitution from (3.15) gives 

(2n+ l)cc=cc- c n,,Ywy. 
ytn, 

Applying UT- ‘, we have 

2nd + = - 1 n,,,,y. (3.16) 
;stA,: 

Since 6 + and each y are positive, we conclude n < 0. 
The subspace of highest weight vectors for occurrences of rj, in 

rn; 1 Kn ,,,+ must be contained in the span of the $ weight spaces, with $ as 
in (3.15) (and also n 6 0, as we have just seen). Conclusion (b) of the 
proposition therefore follows when we take (a) into account. 

(~1 Let uA+, be a nonzero weight vector of weight ,4 + CI in r,,,:. 
First we prove that u, +M is a highest weight vector under Kn Me for an 
occurrence of rA if and only if there exists no M-compact positive root y 
with y I a, y l/L CI, and (A, y - cr) = 0. The behavior under z,,:(y,) is no 
problem and is handled as in Theorem 3.3. 

Let y be an M-compact positive root for (mc, b@ ) with zY as root vector. 
Then y I c(. Suppose y I I ~1. Then 8, can be taken to be X,,. We have 
t,;(Ty) u, +a = 0 since 

shows /i + a + y cannot be a weight of r,,:. 
Next suppose that y I a but y I/L CI. By Lemma 5.4 of [ 151, we can take 

fY = [X,, X,] - [X,, K,]. Then z~: [X,, X,] u,, +a = 0 since 

I(A+a)+(y+a)12-IA+a12=2(fi+a,y+a.)+Iy+a12 

=2(A,y+a)+21a12+Iy+a12 

>o 

shows (,4 + a) + (y + a) cannot be a weight of TV,+. Consequently 

(3.17) 

To complete the proof of our assertion, we show that the right side of 
(3.17) is 0 if and only if (A, y-a) >O. (Note y-a is positive since y is 
positive and a is simple.) If (/i, y-a) = 0, then s,_,(/i + a) = A + y  shows 
that n + y is a weight, and the right side of (3.17) is nonzero as a result of 
standard facts about weight strings. If (A, y - a) > 0, then 
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shows (A + a) + (y - a) = /1+ y is not a weight of ,4 T, and thus the right 
side of (3.16) is 0. This proves our assertion. 

To prove (c), it is therefore enough to prove that there exists no M-com- 
pact positive root y with y I a, y I/L a, and (/i, y-a) = 0. Assume the 
contrary. Since y + a is in Ai, we have 

O,<(A,y+a)=(A,y-a)+2(A,a)=2(A,a). 

Thus (A, a) B 0. Meanwhile, we have seen that ,4 + y is a weight of T”:. 
Also y + a is a member of A$ with 

and we know the right side is 20. Thus (.4 + y)- (y +a) = A -a is a 
weight, in contradiction to hypothesis. We conclude that Z~ occurs in rn; if 
n - a is not a weight of t,,:. 

Suppose (A, a ) < 0. Then 

shows A - a cannot be a weight oft,,; . If (A, a) = 0 and n - a is a weight, 
then the implication (f) implies (d) implies (a) in Lemma 3.1 (which does 
not need the hypotheses about F4 or nondegeneracy) says a and -a 
are indeed conjugate via W,,, in contradiction to hypothesis. Thus 
(/I, a> GO implies A -a is not a weight oft,,;. 

(d) If (/i, a) < 0, we have just seen that ,4 -a is not a weight of z~:. 
For n > 0, we have 

and thus /1- (2n + 1) a cannot be a weight. 

(e) If we write n for --n in (3.15) then the derivation of (3.10) shows 
that the weight 

p’=A-(2n+l)a 

arises in tandem with an identity 

-(2n+ l)a=6+ - c k,,y, k,>,O. 
VGA; 

Applying s, to this identity, we have 

s 6+ =(2n+ l)a+ c k,(s,y), a k, 2 0. 
VGA; 
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Here s,8+ and s,y are positive roots (unless 6 + = c(, in which case there is 
no difficulty). If we reline this expansion into an expansion of s,6+ in 
terms of simple roots, we see that the simple root c( occurs at least 3 times if 
n > 0. But a simple root does not occur more than twice in a root expan- 
sion within a classical group. This proves the first assertion in (e). 

For the second assertion, suppose /1- c1 is a weight of z,,; Then we have 

as well as 

Adding these relations, we see that 26+ is in C A;. This completes the 
proof of the proposition. 

The point of Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 is to address the first term 
CT lKnM++: (A+x)” ~~1 on the right side of (3.3) when z,,=z(,,+.,.. The 
following considerations allow us sometimes to show that the remaining 
terms are 0. 

We return to a general superorthogonal set (IX,, .,,, q> in place of (a]. 
Suppose that znr occurs in U(v)IK because of some TV, G T,,, lKnMx with 
I’#,?. Then 

and the sum is nonzero. For suitable real numbers sj, it must be true that 
2’ + C sjaj is a weight of z,!, hence is of the form 

Hence 

l’+~sjaj==A’- C n,y. 
y  E A x’ 

A'=A+ C k,b+ C n,y+Csjaj. 
PEA', YEAi 

If we write A= A + C tja,, then we find 

Any two weights of U(v) must differ by a member of the root lattice 
(relative to A), and it follows that each sj+ t,. is an integer. Thus we must 
have 
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with integer coefficients, k, > 0, n, > 0, and some k, > 0. 

PROPOSITION 3.5. If A’ is integral and A$ dominant and if A’ - A lies in 
the linear span of a real-rank I subsystem A, c A that is generated by A + 
simple roots and contains a1, . . . . a, , then 

CVv)I,: z/VI = C~,*lKnM*: TAI. 

Proof: By (3.18), C k,fl+ C n,y lies in the span of A,. Since each term 
is positive and since A, is spanned by simple roots, each such fl lies in A,. 
Since A, has real rank 1 and since a1, . . . . a, are in A,, the M corresponding 
to A, is compact. Thus AT, n n A, is empty, and there are no nontrivial 
solutions to (3.18). The proposition follows since n, = 1 in (3.3). 

COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose I= 1 and (a,, . . . . a,} = (a}. Zf A: = (A +a)” 
equals .4 + 6 + and if the 6 + subgroup has real rank one, then 

CU(v)I K: ?I:1 = CTI: IKnM: Tll. 

If A; = (A - a) ” equals A + 6 - and if the 6 - subgroup has real rank one, 
then 

CVv)I K:tn;l=Ct,;IKnM#:Z1l. 

4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR UNITARITY 

Continuing with notation as in Section 2, we recall the techniques of 
[ 1, 21 for proving nonunitarity. Since G is connected and rank G = rank K, 
we can deduce from [13] and from [ 12, p. 4781 that there exists a unique 
family of intertwining operators T(v) with the following properties: 

(1) T(v) is defined for Re v in a neighborhood of the closed positive 
Weyl chamber of the dual a’ of a. 

(2) For each A’, T(v) carries the z,,, K type for U(v) into the 7,,, K 
type for U( - v), varies holomorphically in v, and satisfies 

U( -v, X) T(v)= T(v) U(v, x) 

for all X in gc. 

(3) T(v) is the identity on the 7, K type. 
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For Re 11 in the open positive Weyl chamber, U(v) has a unique 
irreducible quotient J(v), and J(v) contains the r,, K type with multiplicity 
one. For Re v on the edge of the positive Weyl chamber, the uniqueness of 
J(V) may break down; but there exists a unique irreducible quotient of U(V) 
containing the r,, K type, and this we take to be J(v). If v is real-valued, 
J(v) admits an invariant Hermitian form, unique up to a real scalar; this 
form lifts to V(v), where it is given by 

(f, s> = (T(v)f, g),~w,. (4.1) 

Since the normalization (3) makes T(v) positive definite on the T,, K type, 
(4.1) shows that J(v) will fail to be infinitesimally unitary for some real v in 
the closed positive Weyl chamber where J(v) is the unique irreducible 
quotient if we can produce a K type t,, such that T(v) fails to be positive 
semidefinite on that K type. 

The papers [ 1,2] introduce two techniques for finding such a A’. Both 
use the following definitions. If z,, is an irreducible representation of K, we 
let P,, be the projection of the induced space to the 7,, subspace given by 

(4.2) 

Here d,, is the degree of r,,, and xn, is the character. Next if h is any 
scalar-valued function on K and w  is an integral form on b, we let A,,, be the 
-CO Fourier component of h under the action of B on the right: 

h(k),, = j Wb) 5,,(b) & 
B 

(4.3) 

where 5, is the character of B corresponding to CO. 
Fixf, in the induced space to be a nonzero highest weight vector for the 

minimal K type 5,. If uO denotes a nonzero highest weight vector in an 
abstract representation space V” of K of type rAr then f, is necessarily of 
the form 

f,(k) = A7,(k) - I uo (4.4) 

for a unique operator A in HomKnMX(VA, Vu”). It follows from the 
remarks after (2.9) that there exists a unique element u. in I/“” of weight 1 
in the 51 subspace such that 

A*Zf,=U,. (4.5) 

We fix this element uo. 
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Fix t;r) integral on b, let r,,,, . . . . r,,” be irreducible representations of K, 
and let X,, . . . . X, be in gc. Define 

4v, k)= <pA,vv~ X,) P&, . ..p., WV, X,)f&), uojo, (4.6) 

the inner product being taken in I/““. Let b(v, k) be the special case 

NV, k) = (PA WV, 8,) PA, ... PA, -, U(v, XJ 

x PA” WV, X”) p/l-, . ~P/l,~(V~ Xl)fO(k), %>A. (4.7) 

THEOREM 4.1. Let v be real-valued and be in the closed positive Weyi 
chamber. 

(a) Swose *n. has multiplicity one in U(v) and a(v, k) is not 
identically 0 as a function of k in K. Then the quotient 

c(v) = a( - v, k)/a( v, k) 

is independent of k. Also c(v) < 0 implies that T(v) is not positive semidefinite 
on the T,,~ K type. 

(b) Regardless of whether T,,, has multiplicity one in U(v), 
( - 1)” b( - v, 1) < 0 implies that T(v) is not positive semidefinite on the z,,~ K 
type. 

Part (a) is proved in [l] in the special case n = 1. In Section 1 of [2], 
both parts of this theorem are proved in full generality. 

5. GENERAL ONE-STEP FORMULA 

The main result of this section, Theorem 5.1, will give information about 
the quantities a(v, k) and b(v, k) in Theorem 4.1 in the case that one advan- 
ces by one step in the universal enveloping algebra of gc (for example, from 
a(v, k) with n - 1 steps to a(v, k) with n steps). Many of the ideas are 
already present in the proof of this theorem, and the proof will serve as a 
model for a number of later results. We continue with notation as in $ec- 
tion 2, and we introduce K-invariant inner products on finite-dimensional 
representation spaces of K as needed. 

THEOREM 5.1. Fix an index r with 1~ r < 1, an integral form u’ on b, and 
a choice of a sign + . Let A’ = (u’) ” and A” = (u’ f a,) ” . Fix a nonzero 
vector v’ of weight u’ in t,,,, and for each v, let B(v) be a member of 
Horn knM*( V”‘, Vu”). Let fi be the member of the induced space given by 

f,(k) = B(v) z,,,(k)-’ v’. 

580/82/l-12 
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Suppose that 

(a) the on!,> weight in t,,. qf the ,form p’ + rr + ‘a, or ,u’ + x7 - 3, is p’ 
itself, 

(b) t,,., occurs in r,,.@p”, so that v” = E,..(v’@ X,,) is not zero, 

(c) Eq. (3.18) for A’ - A has no solutions with CBt;rI,m k, p nonzero. 

Then 

(P,-u(v> LJfAQ UC,>,,+., l~rl* =4 d(v) (fi(k), uo>p, 
(r,,,,(k)-’ v”, u”) (z,Jk)P’ u’, v’)’ 

where the subscripts p’ f M, and p’ are as in (4.3), uO is as in (4.5), and d(v) is 
given by 

d(v) = (v + PXX, + X-z,) + 2W, ia,> 
Id2 

-2# 
1 

fleA,lfl 11 M,, . . ..aVPl. 

- # BEA,,lP 11 aI, -,a,-,; 1 

fiTarE IPI’< b,12, 
~CP’, ST a,> 

l/3fa,12 =I ’ I 

Remarks. (1) In (b) the fact that U” # 0 follows from Theorem 1.5. 

(2) If all noncompact roots have the same length, then (b) is 
automatically satisfied, according to Corollary 1.4a. 

(3) Condition (c) is implied by the condition 
(c’) there exists a system A,, c A generated by A+ simple roots 

such that 

(i) M,, . . . . a, are in A,., and A,, has real rank exactly 1 

(ii) A’ - A is an integral linear combination of roots in A,,. 
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To see the implication, suppose (3.18) has a nontrivial solution. Putting 
C mjocj on the correct side of the equation, we see from (c’) that 
CsEd;,“kk,/?+&+d~ny~ is in A,,. Since A,, is generated by A+ simple 
roots, each fl with k, > 0 is in A,,. But A T,, n AL’ is empty since A,, has 
real rank I and contains ~1,) . . . . c(,. 

Preliminaries for the proof. In the proof we shall use formulas relating 
the root space decomposition of gc (relative to bc) and the Iwasawa-like 
decomposition 

gc=ff”@(mnp)cCDac@nn”. (5.1) 

Some of these formulas are taken from Section 5 of [ 151, and the rest are 
from the preprint version of Blank [6]. Let Pf, P,, P,, P,, and P, be the 
projections to the respective summands in (5.1). Here P, and P, are 
orthogonal projections, but P1 and P, are not. For 1 <j < Z, we have 

(5.2) 

If /I is a noncompact root with p II CY~, ,..., CI,, then 

P,W,) = xp and Pf(X,) = P&Y,) = 0. (5.3) 

Suppose /I is a noncompact root with /I II ~1,) . . . . ujp, and /I I/L aj and 
b # + 0~~. If the a, root string through /I is 

then 

B -Paj, .-., B + qcl,, (5.4a) 

wg= - 
P&Y,) = 0. 

(5.4b) 

(5.4c) 

In this situation 

ix, - XL,, CL,? x,11 when p=O,q=2 

Pm(Xp) = P&9 - fCXp K,? x,11 when p=2, q=O (5.46) 

0 when pdl,q<l. 
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The next ingredient in the proof is a formula for ad X ?, ad X,, and for 
ad XX, ad X,,. Let p and q be as in (5.4a). Then 

CL,? cx?,> X,,ll = dP + 1) x;. (5Sa) 

LL,~ LX -x,3 x,11 =p(q + 1) x; (5.5b) 

by [S, p. 1431. 
The third ingredient in the proof is a start at a computation of 

U(v, X)f,(k), wheref, is in the space of the induced representation and is 
given on K by the formula 

f’(k) = B(v) Tns(k)-’ u’ (5.6) 

with B(v) in Hom,,,,,s (I”“, I’““). If c(t) denotes any curve in G with 
c(0) = 1 and with tangent vector XE g at t = 0, then 

For c(t), let us put Y = Ad(k) ~ ’ X and take 

c(t) = k exp( tP, Y) exp( tP,, Y) exp( tP, Y) exp( tP, Y) k ~ ‘. 

Because of the transformation law of fi under M#AN on the right, we 
obtain 

U(v, X)f;(k)=-$ {e(v+p) (exp(tP, Y)) a#(exp tP, Y) 

xfl(k(exp tp, Y)-‘)),=, 

= (v + PNP, Y)f,(k) + o#(Prn Y)f,(k) 

+$f,(k(ev tP, Y)pl)I,=o. 

Now we use (5.6) to write 

f,(k(exp tP, Y)-‘) = B(v) r,,(exp tP, Y) z,,,(k)-’ u’. 

Differentiating and again substituting from (5.6), we conclude 

WV, X)f,(k) = C(v + PNP, VI B(v) ~/c(k)-’ u’ 
+ [a”(P, Y)] B(v) t&-’ v’ 

+ B(v) t,,,(P, Y) z,.(k)-’ v’, (5.7) 
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and this relation extends by linearity to XC@. We shall refer to the three 
terms on the right side of (5.7) as the a term, the m term, and the f term. 

Proqf of Theorem 5.1. From (2.1) and (2.4), we have 1 X, 1’ = 2/( /? 1 2 for 
every root 8. Therefore the vectors (1 I/?\‘) X,, /?E d,, form an ortho- 
normal basis of pc. If X is in pc, we therefore have 

Y=Ad(k)-‘X= c +~~~2(Ad(k)-‘X,X,)X,. 
/i’ed. 

(5.8) 

Let us compute the a term of (5.7). We have P, X, = 0 unless /? = -+aj for 
somej, and then (5.2) applies. Hence 

p,Y= 2 aIa12(Ad(k)-‘X,X,,+X-,,)(X,,+X-,,) 
j= 1 

and 

Catermu,)= f: alaj12[(v+p)(~,,+X-,,)l 
j=l 

x (B(v) ‘,,,@-I u‘, u,)(Ad(k)-’ X, J&,+X-,) 

=,i, f la,? [(v+P)(&,+X-,,)I 

x <n(k)-’ (u’c3-n B(v)* u,o(~,,+~-~,)), 

where 71 = t,,, @ pc. To this function of k, we apply the projection operator 
P,,., of (4.2), and we see that the effect is to project n(k)-’ (u’@X) 
according to t,,-. Hence 

(PAa term)OW~ ~0) = f: d I aj12 C(v + p)(X, + X-,)1 
j=l 

x (EAu’OX), 4W(B(v)* w,O(X,,+ X-x,))). 

We put X=X,,, and apply the subscript $f a, as in (4.3). Only terms in 
B(v)* u0 @ (Xz, + X-,,) of weight p’ f a, survive this operation. Thus the 
surviving terms have 

or 
(weight of B(v)* u,,) + aj = p’ + a, 

(weight of B(v)* uO) - aj = p’ + a,, 

and assumption (a) allows us to conclude that the surviving terms have 
j=r, faj= +a,, and 

(weight of B(v)* uO) = p’. 
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Now p’ is an extreme weight of z,,,, and Y’ is a nonzero weight vector for 
this weight. Thus we can write 

B(v)*u,=Iu’l--2(B(v)* 24”, L.‘) u’ + irrelevant terms, (5.9a) 

and we abbreviate the First term as 

u(v) u’. (5.9b) 

Thus 

(PAa termWoh u~)~,+~, 

= a(v) $ I cd2 (EA~‘OX,,), 4ko)(U’OX*.,)) 

x {(v+dK,+L,)l. (5.10) 

Next let us compute the m term of (5.7), showing that it makes no 
contribution. Using (5.8), we have 

(m term, uo) = C 4 l/I/‘(r,(k)-’ u’, B(v)* g#(P,,XII)* uO> 
BEA” 

x (Ad(k))’ X, X,) 

= c 1 IPI’ (n(k)- ’ (U’OX), B(v)* aqP”,XB)* U,OX~). 
BEA, 

To see that the m term does not contribute, we shall show that 

B(v)* a#(P,,Xp)* u(-J = 0 (5.11) 

for all /?~fl~. We may assume that B(v) #O. In this case Frobenius 
reciprocity says that r,,. occurs in V(v). On the other hand, assumption (c) 
and Eq. (3.18) say that no 7>., c ~7 I Kn,,,# occurs in 7,,, IKn Mx other than for 
A’ = II. Consequently a#(P,XB)* u. has a nonzero component in TV. The 
roots BE d, for which P,,,X, is not zero are of two types, given by (5.3) 
and (5.4d). The first kind has j? II txl, . . . . a,. Then /I is M-noncompact, 
and a#(P,Xg)* u. has b- weight i-8 (cf. (2.5)). Thus z1 has 2-8 as a 
weight. But this conclusion is contradictory since /I cannot be the sum of 
M-compact roots (Problems 12 and 13 on p. 478 of [ 121); so the first kind 
of /I? cannot contribute. The other kind of fl has j? +_ ai orthogonal to aj for 
some j and for some choice of sign. Then D + aj is M-noncompact, and 
a*(P,XB)* u. has b_ weight ~--(/I&-C(,). Thus TV. has 1-(/I+@,) as a 
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weight, and again we have a contradiction; so the second kind of fi cannot 
contribute. Thus (5.11) holds, and we obtain 

(5.12) 

Now let us compute the f term of (5.7). Arguing as with the a term, we 
obtain 

(P,.Jf term)(kJ, 4) 

We put X=Xkgr and apply the subscript p’ f a, as in (4.3). Only terms in 
rn.(P,XP)* B(v)* uO@XB of weight $ + a, survive this operation. For- 
mulas (2.5) and (5.2)-(5.4) show that tn(PiXg)* reduces weights by /l+ aj 
or fl- aj for some j. Thus the surviving terms have 

or 

- (/I + aj) + (weight of B(v)* uO) + fi = p’ f a, 

- (/I -a,) + (weight of B(v)* uO) + fl= CL’ f a,. 

Assumption (a) allows us to conclude that the surviving terms have j = r, a 
particular choice of sign on aj, and 

(weight of B(v)* uO) = $. 

As with our argument for the a term, we can therefore replace B(v)* u0 in 
(5.13) by a(v)u’. Hence 

and the only contribution from P,X, comes from a term with [X, &,, X,]. 
If b= T a,, we get 0. If fi = +a,, (5.2) gives P,X,,,= *fH,,. From 

(2.5 ), 
1 2W, a,> z,,(P,x,,,)* v’ = f- 
2 I*a,12’ 
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So fi = +a, contributes to (5.14) an amount 

For the remaining b’s, the relevant term of P,X, is -(p + q)~~ ’ 
[XTs,,Xp], by (5.4b); here P-p(fcc,),...,/3+q(+u,) is the fee, 
root string through /I. Thus (2.5~) shows that the relevant term of 
T~,(P,X~)* u’@XI, is 

+ (p+q)rl T/l,CX+xr, x,1 U’OX,,. 

Let us show that (5.16) is 0 if 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

In fact, under this condition, the computation 

W-P/j+,12- WI*= -2(p’, Brcc,>+ IBfcr,l’ 

= Ip+a,l’ I -2(l/k’~~l~rJ)>o ( 
shows that p’ - /I -t CI, is too long to be a weight of r,,,. Thus (5.16) is 0 
when /? satisfies (5.17). 

For any of the remaining /?‘s, (5Sa) gives 

T/l~CX,,,, x-,] U’O x, 

= ~cc~+%,~ x~81(~‘OXB)-u’O(adCX,.,,X-81)Xg 

= dX,%,> ~~&m&-q’w+ 1)~‘0~+~,, (5.18) 

where p’ and q’ determine the fi root string through ~a, as 
i a, -p/B, . . . . f a, + q’p. The remaining B’s are in one of the three sets 

S, = bEdnIB II a,, . . . . a,-,; 

fiTarE IPI’> Ia,12, 2W9BTa,), 1 

IBTa,l’ ’ 1 

S2= 
1 
BEd,lBll a ,,..., a,-,; 

PTa,E4 1P12< la,I*, 2<~‘, P T a,>, 2 
lBTa,l* ’ I 
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or 

We shall show that 

EA~CXe,, X--&u 0 X,)1 = CEAo’O Xfa,), (519a) 

where 

c= 1 
i 

0 if /?ES, or /?ES2 
if flES3. 

(519b) 

Accepting this relationship for the moment, we see from (5.16) that we can 
replace the j? th term of (5.14) in such cases by 

x 2llrrl’ 

i 

J;y)2(P+4)r1 (C-q’W+l)) . 

r I 

(5.20) 

To verify (5.19) for b E S, u S2, it is enough to check that $ + /I is not a 
weight of rnc.. In fact, we have 

= IDTa,l* ( 
2<~‘,PT~,)+lP12-l~,12 , t521J 

lDTa,l’ > l/3farlZ ’ 

and this is >O if /3 is in S, or S,. Thus (5.19) holds for j3 in S,uS2. 
Putting C = 0 in (5.20), we calculate that the expression in braces in (5.20) 
is -2 for every possible configuration of root lengths. Thus the roots /? in 
S, or Sz contribute 

4~) $ I a,l* <En4u’OX5.,), &Wu’OX,,)) 

x { -2# {B&S,} -2#{BE&}}. (5.22) 

To verify (5.19) for BE S3, we make the following preliminary 
calculation: 
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Since /I is in S3, we have p = 1, q = 0, p’ = 0, q’ = 2. Thus (5.23a) is 

=2ff,,r- H,= -H,i.,. (5.23b) 

the last step following from easy computation. Now under our assumption 
that jJ is in S,, we have 

2(p’Scr,,BfcG> 2(~‘,BTx,)+2(~G(,,pTcc,) 

laTa* = IBTa,l’ IBf%l’ 
=l-2=-l<O, (5.24) 

and thus p’+ p = (p’ f a,) + (fi T LX,) is a weight of z,,“. The fact that the 
right side of (5.21) is 0 shows that p’ + /? is an extreme weight. Thus p’ + /? 
and ~1’ f CI, both have multiplicity one in rn... Assumption (b) and 
Theorem 1.5 show as a consequence that E,.(o’@Xg) and E,(u’@X,,,) 
are both nonzero. Taking (5.24) into account, we obtain (5.19a) for some 
as yet unknown constant C. Now we apply rc[Xr.,, X,] to both sides of 
(5.19a). Since 

7.4x, cc,? Xpl E,(u’O X,) equals 0. So (5.23a) gives 

XCXT cl,? x,1 dIX+a,, x,1 E/Au OXg) 

= dCX, I,, &I, t-X+‘&, xp,ll ~,.(u’OXg) 

= -7t(Hprz,)EA,.(u’@&) 

= -E,.~(u’@X~). 

Meanwhile (5.19a) gives 

(5.25) 
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When we expand the right side, the T,,, term gives 0 since 

l~‘+PTa,12-l(‘12=2(CL’,PTar)+ Iflfa,12>0. 

Thus (5.26a) is 

= CEAu OadCX, a,, X81 X,,,) 

= - Cp(q + 1) E,.,(u’@ Xp) 

= -cE,~~(u’@x,). (5.26b) 

Comparing (5.25) and (5.26) we obtain C = 1, as asserted in (5.19b). 
Putting C = 1 in (5.20) and using our known values for p, q, p’, and q’, we 
see that the expression in braces in (5.20) is - 1. Thus the roots /I in S3 
contribute 

4~,ibrl* (E,.(~‘OX+.,),~~(~O)(U’OX+.,))(--#(PES~)). (5.27) 

Finally we add the results of (5.10), (5.12), (5.15), (5.22), and (5.27) to 
iset 

with d(v) and u” as in the statement of the theorem. Assumption (b) in the 
theorem allows us to divide by (r,..(k,)-’ II”, II”), and thus we are to show 
that 

We have 

a(v)= <fiu%), ~,~,~/~~A~(hl-’ u’, 0’). (5.28) 

u-,&d? %I>,,= (B(v) ~n&lr’ u’, uo>p, 
= (T,&-1 D’, B(v)* uo),,. (5.29a) 
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Since /L’ has multiplicity one in T,,,,, the projection to the p’ weight space of 
B(v)* u. is ) z:‘( * (B(v)* ug, v’) c”= a(v) v’, by (5.9). Thus (5.29a) is 

= (r,,(k,)- l c’, u(v) u’) =a(v)(z,,(k,)-’ r’, v’), (5.29b) 

and (5.28) follows from (5.29). This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose/=1 and(cr, ,..., c(,)={c(}. LetA’=(A+a)“, 
and suppose that either (a), (b), and (c) or (a’), (b), and (c) hold: 

(a) n - SI is not a weight of z,,.. 

(a’) A --a is conjugate to A + u by the Weyl group W,, G has no 
factor split F4, and o is nondegenerate in the sense of [ 161. 

(b) T,,. occurs in ~~ @ pC. 

(c) Eq. (3.18)for A’- A has no solutions with CfiEn,,, kg/? nonzero. 

Then z,,, occurs in U(v)/,, and the pair of K types { ,4, (A + CC) ” } exhibits 
J(@) us not infinitesimally unitary for c > v$ . 

Remarks. ( 1) Condition (c) is implied by condition (c’) in Remark 3 
after Theorem 5.1. 

(2) Corollary 5.2 has a dual result obtained by reflection in a. In it 
we use n’=(n-cr)“. Hypotheses (b), (a’), and (c) are unchanged, while 
(a) is to say that /1+ CY is not a weight of r,,.. The conclusion is that 
{A, (A - a) ” } detects nonunitarity for c > v; . 

(3) If r,, is known to have multiplicity at most one in U(v), then the 
proof will show that (b) and (c) are sufficient without (a) or (a’). 

Proof. First suppose that (a), (b), and (c) hold. We shall prove non- 
unitarity by applying Theorem 4.lb. Taking (2.lb) into account, we see 
that it suffices to show that 

b(v,k)= (P,iVv, X..)p,,u(~ X,)fo(k), uo>n 

has b( - v, 1) > 0 for the indicated values of v. 
We put 

a(vtk)= (P,uU(v>~,)fo(k), ~,,),,+a (5.30a) 

and prepare to apply Theorem 5.1 to +a, p’ = A, vO, and fo. Assumption 
(a) of Theorem 5.1 is that /i + 2a is not a weight of r,,; it holds since 
n - (LI + 2~) is not a sum of positive compact roots. Assumption (b) of 
Theorem 5.1 is assumption (b) of Corollary 5.2, and assumption (c) of 
Theorem 5.1 is trivial. Thus Theorem 5.1 gives 

u(v k)- Ir12d(v) (So(k), u~>n 
4 (r,(k)-l vg, vo> (T/u(k)-’ V’, V’>, 
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where u’ = E,(u, @ X,) and d(v) is the expression in Theorem 5.1 with 
adjusted notation. By (4.4) and (4.5) 

(f,(k), uo> = (AT,(~)-’ uo, uo> = (T,(k)-’ 00, A*uo) 

= kAk)V uo, 00). 

Also Theorem 2.1~ says that d(v) = v(X, + X,) + v: Hence 

a ;ca,k =!$<r,s(k)-‘u’,u’){c+vgt}. 
( ) 

By Frobenius reciprocity the map I”“@,, Hom,,,#( V”‘, Vu”) into the 
induced space, given by 

u@ B-+ BT,,(k)-’ u, (5.31) 

is oneeone onto the r,,, K type of the induced space. Put 

t-1 = PA. WV, XJfo. 

This is a member of the tn, K type, and it has weight /i + a, which is 
extreme for z,,. Since /1 + tx is extreme, it has multiplicity one, and mul- 
tiples of u’ are the only u’s that can contribute to the realization offi via 
(5.31). Thus 

f,(k) = B(v) T,,+kp’ u’ 

for unique members B(v) of HomKnMX( V”, Vu”). 

(5.32) 

We prepare to apply Theorem 5.1 to --a, $ = /i + a, u,, and fr . 
Assumption (a) of Theorem 5.1 is that n - c1 is not a weight of r,,; it holds 
by assumption (a) of Corollary 5.2. Applying Theorem 1.3 twice, we see 
that r, E rn,@ pc if and only if r,,, G rn @pc; thus assumption (b) of 
Corollary 5.2 implies assumption (b) of Theorem 5.1. And assumption (c) 
of Theorem 5.1 is given as assumption (c) of Corollary 5.2. Thus 
Theorem 5.1 gives 

J,(v 3 ,)-IaI’~(v) (fl(k)‘uo)A+a (T,,,(k)-l VII #) 
4 (r,@cp’ u’, u’) 

3 3 

where Y” = E,..(u’@X-,) and d(v) takes on the new meaning attached to it 
by Theorem 5.1. Also (f,(k), u~)“+~ =a(~, k) by (5.30a), and d(v)= 
v(X, + X,) - v: by Theorem 2.1~. Substituting from (5.30b), we obtain 

Then b( - $5, 1) > 0 for c > v(:, as asserted. 
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Finally suppose that (a’), (b), and (c) hold. We shall prove nonunitarity 
by applying Theorem 4.la. Assumption (c) and the discussion with 
Eq. (3.18) say that 

Assumption (a’) and Theorem 3.3b therefore allow us to conclude that T,,. 
has multiplicity one in U( v)l K. Thus Theorem 4.la is applicable. The 
derivation of (530b) did not use assumption (a) of Corollary 5.2, and thus 

a( - 4cq -CC+; 
-= 

a(@) c+v,+ . 

This expression is < 0 for c > v:, and the asserted nonunitarity follows. 

6. TWO-STEP FORMULA WITH SOME CONJUCACY 

We now take up a number of results that either relax the hypotheses 
of Theorem 5.1 or else impose stronger hypotheses and get stronger 
conclusions. Each of them will involve the ideas that enter the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, as well as a few new ideas, and we shall emphasize only the 
new ideas in each. 

Theorem 5.1 says that the v dependence in a(v, k) is under suitable cir- 
cumstances a product of linear factors d(v), each coming from a single step 
of the action of gc on the representation space, times a function of k. A 
simple way in which these circumstances can fail is when the theorem is to 
be applied twice, first to pass from ($)” to ($ + tl,)” and then to pass 
from ($+cl,)” to (~‘+cc,+cc,)“; assumption (a) will fail at the second 
step if $ + cz, is conjugate to ,u’ + c(, by the Weyl group of A,. The main 
result of this section, Theorem 6.4, addresses this situation, giving a for- 
mula for the combined effect of the two steps. We continue with notation 
as in Section 2. 

Let y be in A,, and let sy be the corresponding reflection in W,. A 
standard representative of sy is a representative wy of sy in K that lies in the 
three-dimensional subgroup of K corresponding to y and has square lying 
in the center of this three-dimensional subgroup (e.g., wy could be the 
image of ( -7 A) or of (4 A)). 

LEMMA 6.1. Let p, and b2 be strongly orthogonal noncompact roots such 
that p2 = paI with p in W, and p2 = 1. Let p = n s7 a nonredundant decom- 
position of p into the commuting product of strongly orthogonal reflections, 
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and let w be a representative of p in K obtained by multiplying standard 
representatives of the s,‘s. Then 

AdbW’,, 0 x,,) = x,, o x,,. (6.1) 

Moreover if c is the number such that 

then Ic( = 1 and 

AWM’,, = cxa2, (6.2a) 

Ad(w)-%&=L& Ad(w)X,, = EC,,, Ad(w)X_,, = cX-~,. (62b) 

Proof Define c by (6.2a) and d by 

Ad(w)X,, = dXfl,. 

Since Ad(w) is unitary on p”, (2.la) gives ICI = IdI = 1. Also it is clear that 

AdbWp, 0 X,,) = cd@‘,, 0 xp,,, 
and (2.lb) gives 

Ad(w)Xs, = -Ad(w)BX,, = -8 Ad(w)&, = -CO&, = LK,, 

Ad(w)Xp,,= -Ad(w)&,= -8Ad(w)X,,= -&X,,=dX-,,. 

Thus it is enough to prove cd= 1. 
We can get a handle on the number cd from the formula 

Ad(w2)X,, = Ad(w)(cXB,) = cdXp,. (6.3) 

The standard representative of each s, is in exp(@E, + CK,), and the 
strong orthogonahty of the y’s forces these representatives to commute. 
Thus 

w*=nexpniH,,=expni~H,, 
Y I 

and 

Ad( w2) X,, = exp xi ad 1 H, X,, 

= n exp 2ni(P1, r>llrl’ Jf,, { 1 
(6.4) 
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We have 
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Taking the inner product with /Y, gives 

Thus 

1, 4(P,? Y)2=2 
IY12 IBI I2 . 

(6.5) 

Consequently the number of y’s in (6.5) with (PI, y) # 0 is at most 2 and is 
2 if and only if B, and the two y’s have the same length; in this case the 
exponent of (- 1) in (6.4) is even and Ad(w’)X,, = X,,. Suppose the num- 
ber of y’s is 1. If IyI < lb, 1, then again (6.4) shows that Ad(w’)X,, =X,,. If 
IYI > IDI I, then 

shows that b2 - /?r = + y, in contradiction to the assumed strong 
orthogonality of fir and j2. Thus Ad(w2)Xp, = X,, in every case, and (6.3) 
shows cd= 1, as required. 

LEMMA 6.2. Let u’ be an integral form on 6, let A’ = (p’) “, let v’ be a 
weight vector for z,. with weight ,u’, let y be in A,,,., and suppose w is a 
standard representative of sY. Then T,,(w)v’ = VI. 

Proof Under our assumption, X, and X-, act as 0 on v’. Using the 
series for the exponential, we see that w  acts as 1. 

LEMMA 6.3. Let /I, and b2 be strongly orthogonal noncompact roots, and 
let u’ be an integral form on b. Suppose /II and /I2 are conjugate by a member 
p of W, such that p* = 1 and put= p’. Let p = n sy be a nonredundant 
decomposition of p into the commuting product of strongly orthogonal reflec- 
tions that fix p’ and /I, + /12, and let w be a representative of p in K obtained 
by multiplying standard reflections of the s,‘s. Let A’ = (p’) v, AIf = 
(P’+Bl)” =(P’+B*)“~ and A”’ = (p’ + fi, + p2) V. Fix a nonzero vector v’ of 
weight p’ in z,,,, and define 

0; = E,.,(u’O X0,) and v; = TAu(w)v;. 
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Then 

E/&o; Q Xp,) = EEAsrt(u; Q X,,), 

where c is the number such that Ad( w)X,, = cXBz. 

Remark. The existence of the decomposition p = n sy follows from 
Chevailey’s Lemma [ 12, p. 8 11. 

Proof. By Lemma 6.1 we have ZfP, = Ad(w)X,,. Thus 

cE,-.(u; 0x0,) = rp(w) E,f,,(?q Q X,,). (6.6) 

By assumption each sy fixes p’ and fil + pz, hence is in dK,PS +B, + Bz. 
Lemma 6.2 thus says we can drop z,,.,,(w) from the right side of (6.6), and 
Lemma 6.3 follows. 

THEOREM 6.4. Fix roots + a, and + a, with r # s and with the two choices 
of sign not necessarily the same, and fix an integral form ,u’ on b. Suppose 
that &a, and + a, are conjugate by an element p of order 2 in the Weyl 
group of A,,,,. Let A’= (p’)“, A”= ($+a,.)” = (p’+ a,)“, and A”‘= 
(,u’ f a, ) a,) “. Fix a nonzero vector v’ of weight ,u’ in t,,,, and, for each v, let 
B(v) be a member of HomKnM# ( VA’, Vu/O” ), Let fi be the member of the 
induced space given by 

f,(k) = B(v) r,,(k))%‘. 

Suppose that 

(al) the only weight in z,,, obtainable by adding or subtracting some a, 
from y’ f m, or pL( + a, is p’ itself; 

(a2) the only weights in zd,, obtainable from p’ _+ a, _+ a, by adding or 
subtracting some mJ are the two weights ,u’ + u, and uLI + cc,; 

(bl) T,,. occurs in r,,Qp”, so that II:’ = E,,(u’ Q X,,) is nonzero; 

WI r,,,, occurs in 5,,,@p”, so that v”’ = E,,,(v: @ X_+J is nonzero; 

(cl) Eq. (3.18)for A’- ,4 has no soIutions with CpEd+,, kpfi nonzero; 

(~2) Eq. (3.18) rewritten for A” - A has no solutions with CflEd+,, k,p 
nonzero ; 

(dl) nopEd,withBIIcc,,...,a,~,,p-(+cr,)EA,and1812<lors12 
has either 

580/82/l-13 
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(d2) nofl~d,, wirhfl.lIr ,,..., rr ,, [l-(~cx,)~A, and~~~*<~x,~’ 
has either 

Then C’ # 0 and 

where 

d,(v) = (v f P)(X,+ X-d + 
2<P’% +_~.T> 

,c1 
5 

/2 

-2#{g~A.IBlla,,...,a,-,;P-(la,)~d; 

(d~~,J-(fW>O~; 

d2( v) is d,(v) with r and s interchavrged; 

d,(v) = (v + P)Wxr + X-~,) + 2<$, +a,> 
Id2 

-2#{BEd.IBIIC(,,...,ar ,;b-(ka,)EA); 

<p’J-(~cw~O); 
d4( v) is d,(v) with r and s interchanged. 

Remarks. (I) The vectors v:, VI, and v”’ are nonzero by Theorem 1.5. 

(2) If all noncompact roots have the same length, then (bl) and (b2) 
are automatically satisfied, according to Corollary 1.4a, and (dl) and (d2) 
are trivially satisfied. 

(3) Conditions (cl) and (~2) are implied by the condition 

(c’) there exists a system A,, G A generated by A + simple roots 
such that 

(i) a,, .‘.I IX, are in A,,, and A,, has real rank exactly I 

(ii) A’ - ,4 is an integral linear combination of roots in A,, 

(iii) A” - ,4 is an integral linear combination of roots in A,,. 
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The argument that (c’) implies (cl) and (~2) is the same as the 
corresponding implication in Theorem 5.1. 

Proof: In Lemma 6.3, we take /I?, = +a, and pz = *a,, we choose w  as 
in the statement of that lemma, and we put vi = rA(w)v:l. Then Lem- 
mas 6.1 and 6.3 give 

Ad(w) Xka, = cX,,g Ad(w) Xfz, = =,,, (6.7a) 

Ad(w) X-,,.,,= CX-,,w+ Ad(w)X-(..~~=cX-(..,~ (6.7b) 

E/&V:‘@ A-,,) = EE,.-(v; 0 A-,,,). (6.7~) 

Set 

The same argument as with (5.31) shows that we can write 

f,(k) = C(v) z,,.(k)- l u: (6.8) 

for a unique C(v) in HomKr\,,,# (V”“, V”“). Notice from Lemma 6.2 that 

U(v, w-‘)f,(k)=f,(wk)= B(v) tn~(k)-‘tn!(w)-‘v’ 

= B(v) z,,(k)-‘u’ =f,(k). (6.9) 

Thus (67a) gives 

CL,(~) = f’,,~ U(v, Ad(w) X,,,)f~(k) 

= WV, WI P,*U(v, X*x,) WV? w-‘)f,(k) 
=P,.su(v, X+=,) U(v, w-‘)fi(w--‘k) 

=P,,,U(v, X,,,)f,W’4 by (6.9) 

=L(w-‘k), 

and (6.8) gives 

fs(k)=cfr{w-*k)=cC(v)r,.(k)-Iv::. (6.10) 

Hypotheses (al), (bl), and (cl) allow us to use Theorem 5.1 to compute 
Ur(k 1, u,>,,k,r and CL(kh u~)~,+~,. Because of (dl) and (d2), the result 
is simply 
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(f,(k), kl),,,., _ l~~IZd,(“) (fl(k), %>,L 
(f,~~(k)-‘c;, u:‘) 4 (f,,(k)-‘v’, 0’) 

(6.1 la) 

<L(k)> %)p,+s, _ 1%12 -- 
(f,~+k-‘v.~, Il.:> 4 

d4(v) (f;(k), %>,, 
(z,.(k)-‘v’, d)’ 

(6.1 lb) 

This is all the information we need about the first step taken by U(v). 
For the second step, we cannot apply Theorem 5.1 directly to f,(k), since 
the appropriate assumption (a) is not satisfied. But we run through as 
much of the proof of Theorem 5.1 as we can, obtaining 

(P/l,,,Vv, X,.Jf,(k), %),c~+l,+z, 

= i a laj12C(v + P)txz, + x-m,)l 
/=I 
x (~A4~:‘OX,,s), n(k)(C(v)*u,O(X,,+X~,,))),,i.,,.S 

+ 1 t IBI’ 
BEA” 

x (EA~,,(v:OX,,), ~c(k)(f,~(P,Xp)*C(v)*u,OX~)),,.,+.~. 
(6.12) 

(The m term gives 0 because of assumption (c2).) In the first sum, only 
terms in C(v)*u,@ (Xa, + XP,,) of weight CL’ f a, f tx, survive, and in the 
second sum, only terms in r,., (PfX,)* C(v)* u0 0 X, of weight p’ f ~1, k cr, 
survive. Using assumption (a2), we see that 

C(v)*u,= “(vI*.f;:’ a:” v: + “(‘/*,i;:’ *:” 0’ +irrelevant terms 
u, US 

- - 
= a,(v) v:’ + a,(v) 0: + irrelevant terms. (6.12) 

Substituting into (6.12), we have 

(PA-WV, X,Jf,(k)> %)p’+a,fls 

= a,(v) a I%12C(V + P)(X, + X-,)1 

x <EA,,,(v:‘Ox,.A), n(k)(v:‘OX,,)),,..,.., 
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In the second expression in braces, we can substitute from (6.7c), and then 
each term in braces is computed by the same argument as in Theorem 5.1. 
Assumptions (dl) and (d2) make the result a little tidier: 

<p,-u(v? X,,MW~ %)p’ka,+?, 

= (t I~.s12~,(v) dl(V)}(E,..(U:‘OX,,), 4k)(U:‘Ox*,s)) 

+ {a IcG12 WV) d*(V)}(E,~,(u:OX+,,), 4k)(40X,ar)) 

= {a (~1,(~ a,(v)d,(v)++ ~a,/2~a,(v)d2(~))(~~~~~(k)-1u”‘, u”‘), (6.13) 

the last equality following by a second application of (6.7~). 
Now (6.12) gives 

(f,(k)5 kdp’+~,= (C(v) T44w’~:~ djd+Ir 

= <%4w~:, cbJ)*~,>,~,~, 

=a,(v)(T,.qz-lu:l, u:>, 

and so (6.11a) gives 

Moreover (6.12) gives 

(f,(k), U&fa,= f(C(v) MW’G G,,,for, 

=?(s,,,s(k)-‘u;, C(V)*U&,+, 

=Eh,(v)(z...(k)-‘uj’, u;), 

and so (6.11b) gives 

(6.14a) 

(6.14b) 

Substituting (6.14) into (6.13), we obtain the conclusion of the theorem. 
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7. TWO-STEP FORMULA APPLICABLE TO GAPS IN Sp(n, 1) 

In Sections 7-10 we give further results that are in the spirit of Sections 5 
and 6 but are more specialized. The ones in Sections 7-9 are all needed in 
the classification [S] of unitary Langlands quotients obtained from 
maximal parabolic subgroups, and the one in Section 10 is needed for the 
determination of the unitary dual of SU(N, 2) in [Z]. For each of the 
results the proof has three ingredients, partly in common with Theorem 5.1 
and partly new: 

(1) Calculation of some expression (4.6) or (4.7) corresponding to 
application of successive operators U(v, X). In Sections 7-10 the expression 
will involve two steps by operators U(v, X). The methods of Theorems 5.1 
and 6.4 will handle much of the first step and some of the second. The 
remainder of the calculation will require new ideas. 

(2) Verification that some projection is nonzero. In easy cases this 
follows from Theorem 1.5. In harder cases a direct argument is needed. 

(3) Derivation of a multiplicity result. 

With the three ingredients in place, we apply Theorem 4.1, and the con- 
clusion is a result about unitary representations. 

The first result we shall state in some generality. In real-rank-one cases it 
leads to the nonunitarity of the gap when there is an isolated represen- 
tation. A corollary will make this implication precise for Sp(n, 1). 

LEMMA 7.1. Zfv is in A,.,, then 

Proof: The product in question is 

If b = y + /I’, it is enough to show 

Put 
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Then 
a[X-p., X/j] = -[X-,s, [X,3 q1= -(p’+ 1) S’X,, 

where ‘y -p’fl’, . . . . y + q’fi’ is the fi’ string through y. Also 

a’[X-p,, x/J = ccq, q?l, q31 = A4 + 1 M-,3 

where y - pj, . . . . y + qfl is the /I’ string through y. So the left side of (7.1) is 

(a’ IB12+a IB’I’)K,43&) 

=~cP~4+~~IP12-~P’+~~~‘IP’121~~-p~o~~~~ 

and we readily check that the expression in brackets is 0. Thus (7.1 
and the lemma follows. 

) holds, 

THEOREM 7.2. With I= 1 and (CC,, . . . . E,} = (a), suppose that G .-. has no 
factor split F4, that a is nondegenerate in the sense of [ 163, and that a and 
-a are conjugate via W,,,. Let A,=(A+a)” =(A-cc)” =A+& and 
suppose that (&a)<O. Let A,=(A,+a)” =A+6,. Suppose that 

(4 T,, occurs in 5,Qp”, 

(b) T,,, occurs in ~~~ @ p@, and 

(c) the 6 + 6, subgroup (i.e., the semisimple subgroup built from all 
simple roots of A+ needed for the expansion of 6 + 6,) has real rank one. 

Then 

(1) (pA,WvT X-J P,,Wv, XJfdkL uojn = (la14/8)c(v)(5n,(k)-’ 
v2> U2>> 

where 

c(v)=v(X,+X-,)+vg+ -2t{/?~A,+ 

and 

I 

vz=E,,(E,,(v,OX,)OX-,) (7.2) 

(2) the vector v2 in (7.2) is not zero 

(3) z,,~ has multiplicity one in U(v)\, 

(4) the pair of K types {A, A2} exhibits J(icC) as not inj%itesimally 
unitary for 

v~-2#{~~A,+~(/i,~)=O,~la,~l~a}~c~v,t. 

Proof of conclusion (1). By Lemma 3.1, there exist roots of two different 
lengths, and a is short. Moreover, 

(4 a)=& (7.3) 
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and 6 = 6 + = 6 has the property that /i + 6 is d,+ dominant. If M‘, is a 
member of W,,. such that 6 = w, c(, then (7.3) implies 

(/1,6)=(A,w,a)=(w~ ‘A,a)=(A,a)=O. (7.4) 

Choose M;~ in W,,, such that w,(n, + c() is A& dominant. We claim 
that u’~(A, + M) is actually AZ dominant. In fact, if y is in A; but not As.n, 
then 

2(w,(n,+a),r>=2(n+w,(6+a),y) 2<4Y) 2<w,(~+a),y) 

lY12 IY12 =yJz+ IA* 

can be negative only if2(n, y)/lyl*= 1 and w2(6+c1)= -7, since 6+a is a 
short root. But (7.3) and (7.4) show that 6 + CI is in A,,,, and thus 
y= -w,(h+a) is in A,,,, contradiction. We conclude that w,(A, + a) is 
Ai dominant. 

Consequently 

A,=(A,+a)” =w,(n,+a)=A+w,6+w,a 

=A,+(w26+w,a-6), 

and 6, = w,6 + w2c( - 6. Therefore 

and 

(n,s,)=(n,w,s+w,a-6)=0+0-0=0 (7.5) 

(s,s,)=(A+b,d,)=(A,,6,)=(A,,a)=(A+6,a)=(b,a)<o. 

(7.6) 

The argument in the last three paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 3.3 
shows that there exist long orthogonal roots y, and y2 in A,,, such that the 
involution p = sy,syl in W,,, has pa = --tl. Let w  be a representative of p in 
K obtained by multiplying standard representatives of s,,, and s,,, and 
define a number c with (cl = 1 by 

Ad(w)X, = cX_,. (7.7) 

Let us prove that 

Ad(w)X, = FX,. (7.8) 

In fact, CI has to be in the span of I,, and yz and must therefore be given by 
GI = c,y, + c,y, with Ic, I = Icz 1 = +. Hence 

w~Yl)+w~Y2)=2(c +c,) 
IY, I2 lY212 ’ 

is in 2Z. (7.9) 
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If d is such that Ad(w)X-.=dX,, then (7.7) gives 

c dX, = Ad(w)(cX-,) = Ad(w2)X, = Ad(exp rci(Hy, + H,,))X, 

( _ * )2<a.Yml* + 2<%Yz>/lY21*~~ = x 3. 

This proves (7.8). 
Now we imitate a certain amount of the proof of Theorem 6.4. Let 

“+ =E/l,(uoOXJ (7.10a) 

and 

u- = 7/l,(w)u+ = cE,,(u,OX-.). (7.10b) 

(Here the second formula for oP uses (7.7) and Lemma 6.2.) By 
assumption (a), rn, occurs in r,, @ no. Thus by Theorem 1.5, u + and u- are 
nonzero. Let 

f+(k) = PA, WV, X,).60@) 

f-(k) = PA, WV, X-J f,(k). 

The same argument as with (5.31) shows that we can write 

f+(~)=~wA,wl~+ (7.11) 

for a unique B(v) in Horn,,,+ ( V”‘, Vu”). Then the proof of (6.10) shows 
that 

f-(k) = dqv) z,,(k)-‘u-. (7.12) 

We shall use Theorem 5.1 to compute (f+(k), u,), +a. and 
(f-(k), Q)~ --a. Condition (a) is satisfied since ,4 - (A f 2~) = i 2a is not 
the sum of positive compact roots. Condition (b) holds by hypothesis. And 
condition (c) is satisfied trivially. Since (f,(k), uo),, = (r,(k))‘uO, uO) by 
(4.4) and (4.5), Theorems 5.1 and 2.1 give 

(f_(k),U,),,=~(v~~+v(X,+X-1))(7~,(k)~lu-,u-j. (7.14) 

Moreover the respective expressions I for c( and - c( in Theorem 2.1 are 
equal when ~1’ = A, since (A, u ) = 0, and thus 

VO 
+=v- 

0’ (7.15) 

This is the information that we need about the first step taken by U(v). 
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The new ingredient is the nature of the second step. We run through as 
much of the proof of Theorem 5.1 as we can, obtaining 

<P,,~(v, x-.).f+(k), U”>A 

=$ b12C(v+dK+L)1 

(The m term gives 0 because of assumption (c).) In the first sum, only 
terms in B(v)* u0 @ (A’, + X .) of weight A survive, and in the second sum, 
only terms in r,,(P,XD)*B(v)*u,,@ X, of weight A survive. Since /i + 2~ 
and A -21x are too long to be weights of T,,~, we see that 

B(v)*u,= <Hv)*u,, 0, > u + (4v)*%, u- > 
Iu+12 + l~p12 

u ~ + irrelevant terms 

= u+(v)u+ +a.. (v)u. +irrelevant terms. 

Substituting into (7.16), we have 

(PA,U(V~ x-.)f+@)7 UO>A 

(7.17) 

=a+(v) d l4*c(v+P)(&+L)1 
i 

x (E,,(u+ OX-,), 4k)(U+ OL)>. 

+ c t IB12(L,(~+ 0X-A 4k)(t/l,(PfX/?)*~+ OX/A), 
&k 

1 

+c(v) a I~l*c(v+P)(x,+x~*)1 
i 

x <En*(U+ OX-,), 4kNu- OX,)>, 

Here we can compute a+(v) and a ~ (v) as follows: From (7.11), we have 

(f+(k), %)A+%= (%9~A,(W’~.~ %3)n+!x 

= (?&wU,~ wv)*%)n+% 

=~+(vK7,,(W’~+ T  “+ >7 
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so that (7.13) gives 

a (V)=IQIZ(v++v(X +x_ )) + 40 a a’ 

From (7.12), we have 

<f-(k), uo>n~I=c(B(V)r,,(k)~‘u~, UO)A-or 

=C(qj,(k)-‘o-, B(v)*u,).-. 

= ca-(v)(z,,(k)-‘u~) u_ ), 

so that (7.14) and the equality v$ = v; give 

cL(V)=qv+ +v(X +x- )) 40 a a’ 

(7.19a) 

(7.19b) 

Let us concentrate on the f terms in the first set of braces in (7.18). The 
only contribution from P,X, comes from a term with [X,, X,]. We imitate 
a certain amount of the proof of Theorem 5.1, starting after (5.14). The 
term fl = a gives 0, and the term /3 = -a has P,X, = - +H, and gives 

a 142(~A,(~+ OJL), W)(u+ OJL)){ -21. 

For the remaining /I’s, the relevant term of P,XP is -(p + q)-’ [X,, Xp] 
by (5.4b); here /I - pa, . . . . j? + q a is the a root string through 8. Thus the 
relevant term of rn,(PrX,)*u+ OX, is 

(P+4)r1”n, EL,, +J u, ox,. (7.20) 

If (/i + a, /I + a) < 0 or if j + a is not a root, then the first factor of 
(7.20) gives 0. The remaining B’s are those in the set 

T,={~~d.(~+a~dand(/i+a,~+a)>O}. 

For these p’s, (5.5a) gives 

z,,IIx-,, X-jjIu+ ox, 

=n[X-,, XB](o+ @X,)-u+ O(ad[X,, X-,1)X, 

=~[x~,,x~~I(u+ox~~-q’~P’+~~~+o~-,, (7.21) 

where p’ and q’ determine the /3 root string through a as a - p’& . . . . a + q’j?. 
For /I in T, the weight of u + @X, is too long to contribute to z,,~ if 

O<IA+a+/?I*-IA+ii+a(’ 

=2(A,/?-~)+~a+~~2-~6+a12=2(A,~>+la+/l12-~6+a12. 

(7.22) 
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(Here we have used (7.4)) On the other hand, the B’s in T, all have 
(A+z,/?+Ix)>O. Since (A,@)=0 and since fi+c( is in A, this latter 
condition means 

Comparing this condition with (7.22), we see that the weight of U, 0 A’, is 
too long to contribute to T”> unless fl is in 

If fi is in T,, we make a different calculation of the left side of (7.21), 
obtaining 

?l,CL~~-pl~+O& 

=L.l,CL, x-,1 ~,4,(%O~JO~p 

=E,,,(uoO(adCX-,, E- ,J1~JOXcl since (A,/I+c()=O 

= -q(p+ 1) E,,(u,OXfi)OX,. (7.23) 

Now we combine (7.21) and (7.23), taking into account the identity 

IBI’4’(P’+ ‘)= 1 
2 
lal P+9 ’ 

and we see that the I terms in the first set of braces in (7.18) contribute 

; IcII~(E,,(v+ Ox-,), n(k)(Z’+ @x--,)){-2# {BE TV - T2} -2) 

(7.24a) 

Similarly the f terms in the second set of braces in (7.18) contribute 

; la12(En2(o+OX~.),n(~)(~-O~,)){-2#(~~T~-T4}-2} 

(E,,(u+ OX-,), ~r(k)(E,,(u,OX~,)OX,)), 
(7.24b) 
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where 

T,= {PWJB- crEAand (A-or,/?-a)>O} 

T4=(8~T3/Ma>>0, lBI=l~l,B~~,and <48>=0), 

and where the factor of C enters the second term of (7.24b) because of 
(7.10b). If /I is in T,, then p=O and q= 1. So q(p+ l)(p+q)-i=l. 
Similarly if fi is in T4, then p(q + I)( p + q) ~ ’ = 1. Thus we may drop these 
factors from (7.24a) and (7.24b). 

Now we substitute into (7.18) from (7.24), obtaining 

<P,,Uv> x-.)f+(k), uo>n 

INI4 { 
=-ii? 

vo’+v(X,+X-,)J 

x CG%,(u+ Ox-,), $k)(u+ 0X-J) 

x {(v+P)(X,+X~.)-~-~#(BET,-T~}} 

+ c(E,,(u+ OL), GNU- Ox,)> 

x((v+P)(X~~+X-,)-~-~#(BET~-T~))I 

-q {vg+ +v(X,+X-J} 

Let T={/?~A,Ifll/l}. We shall prove below that 

& I/II’E,,(r,,(u,OX~,)O~g)=o. (7.26) 
E 

Assuming this result for the moment, we write T as a disjoint union 

T=T,uT,uT,uT,uT,uju, -a), 

where 

T,={/?eTJBIcrand/?I/Lct} 

TG= {Ps TI WI > Id} 
T,={/~ETI lfll=lclland/?IIa). 

The set T6 makes no contribution to (7.26) because the weight of u,@ X-, 
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has length > IA i I. Let us see that T, makes no contribution. If /J E T, 
makes a contribution, then the weight of uo@ X. ,i, namely A - 8, has the 
same length as A + c( in t,, and hence is conjugate to A + cx via W,. Thus it 
is conjugate to A + S. Since /3 is short, A - /3 can be made Ai dominant by 
a member of W,,, Thus /I is conjugate to 6 via WK.,. Bringing in the 
conjugacy of c1 and --a via WK~., we see that -/3 is conjugate to 6, too. 
Thus 

s-p= c m,y and s+p= c n,‘J, 
i’ E AK’,,, :‘E A;,,, 

and one of these relations implies that /I is in the 6 subgroup. But the 6 
subgroup has real rank one by assumption (c), and no noncompact root 
can be strongly orthogonal to c1 within this subgroup. We conclude that T, 
makes no contribution. 

Next let us observe that T, is nonempty. In fact, in our earlier notation 
we wrote cc=c,y,+c,y,, and /?=c,y,-c,y, is in T,. Let p be any 
member of T,. Then we have 

=fL*(L,(~,O&J@ [LX,, X,1? X-,1) 

= -~J%&n, IXp, XXI ~/l,(%@~-p)O~~x) 
since A - /3 - tl is not a weight of z,,> 

= -~E,,m&oO CIIX,, x,1, ~-,I)@~-,) 

since A is orthogonal to p + cx 

=E,,(E,,(U,OX,)OX~.). (7.27) 

Hence all the members of T, make the same contribution to (7.26), namely 
IUJ* E,,,(u+ OX-,). Moreover we could have replaced o! by --c1 in the 
derivation of (7.27), and we conclude from the fact that T5 is nonempty 
that 

E,,(En,(uoOX,)OX-.)=E,,(E,,(uoOX-.)OX,), (7.28a) 

i.e., that 

E,,,(v- OX,)=cE,,(u+ OX,). (7.28b) 

Using (7.26), (7.27), and (7.28a), we see that the last two lines of (7.25) are 

= +lt1/4 {v; +v(X 
8 a +x_ ,} 1 

x (E,,,(u+ OX.), n(k)(u+ OJL))( # {BE T5) $2). (7.29) 
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Now recall our element p E W,, withp*=landpa=-a.If/?isinT,, 
then pj? has 

p/l--aEA since pP-a=p(P+a)and/?+aEA 

(,I-a,pb--a)>0 since (A-a,p/?-“)=(A-a,p@+a)) 

=(p(A-a),B+a> 

=(A+a,/j+a)>O. 

Thus p carries T, to T,, and clearly p carries T, to T, In the process, we 
can check that p carries T2 to T4 and vice versa. Thus 

#{~ET~-T~}=#{BET~-T~}. (7.30) 

Using (7.28b), (7.29), and (7.30) we can simplify (7.25) to 

(P,,~(v, x-.)f+(k), &>A 

=$ (E,,(u+ QX-,), a(k)(v+ @Xe,))[v,+ +V(X,+X-,)I 

x[(~+p)(x~+X~.)-2-2#(/hT,-Tz}+#&Tg}+21. 

We readily check that T, is the disjoint union 

Meanwhile the equality I= v; in Theorem 2.1 says 

Hence 

=q (E,&+OX-,), n(k)(u+ OX-,))[v,+ +v(X,+X-,)l 

x [v$+v(X,+X-,I- #{BETs)I. 

This is conclusion (1) of the theorem, except that we have not yet proved 
(7.26). 

To prove (7.26) we shall show that the vector on the left side is a highest 
weight vector (of weight A). Since A # A>, (7.26) will follow. First suppose 
y is in A,,,. Then 
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=E,,(E,,OZ) n(‘Y:.) u,o 
BET 

=E,,(E,,oz) u,@ad(X,) 
i since (ii, r> = 0 

=o by Lemma 7.1. (7.31) 

Since r,,> by assumption (b) occurs in t,, Opt’, it must occur with mul- 
tiplicity one, by Proposition l.lb. Moreover a nonzero highest weight vec- 
tor is En2 (E,, (oO 0 X,) 0 X8,), by Theorem 1.5. Thus we can choose u in 
the universal enveloping algebra of C,,,; CX-, such that 

=tn,(u) E,,(E,,(u~OX~~)OX~,). (7.32) 

We can discard from u any monomial not of total weight - 6 - 6 i Any 
remaining monomial is of the form X-,, ... X-,” with yj~ Ai and 
C yj= 6 + 6,. Taking the inner product with /1 and invoking (7.4), (7.5), 
and the AZ dominance of /1, we see that 7, is in A&. 

Let y E Ai be simple, and apply tnZ(XY) to the left side of (7.32). If y is 
in A:,,, 
factor’ X 

then (7.31) shows we get 0. Otherwise X, commutes with each 
or, in each monomial of U, and (7.32) shows we get 0, since 

E,, (E,, (a0 @ X,) 0 X,,) is a highest weight vector. Consequently the left 
side of (7.32) is indeed a highest weight vector, necessarily of weight A, and 
(7.26) is proved. This completes the proof of conclusion (1). 

Proof of conclusion (2). We start from the fact observed above that 

E,,(E,,(u~OX~)~X~,)Z~. 

Applying the element w3 of W,,,, such that ~~6, = CI, we see that 

En2(E,,(u,OXg)OXol)ZO. 

The weight of this vector satisfies (A + 6 + c(, 6 + cr) > 0 by (7.3) and (7.4), 
and hence 

Ofz,,,CX,, X-,1 ~,,(E,,(~,OJ’,)OXJ 

=E,,,(E,,(uoO CCX-8, X-,1, Xal)OXJ 

+E,,(E,,(uoOXJO CCX-a> X-A X,1) 

= -E,,(E,,(u,OX~,)OX,)+E,,(E,,(u,OX,)OX-,). 
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One of the two terms on the right side must be nonzero. If it is the first 
term, then (7.28a) finishes the proof of conclusion (2). Otherwise the 
second term is nonzero and remains nonzero when we apply the element 
w  I’E WK., such that w; ‘6 = GL; again we obtain conclusion (2). 

Proof of conclusion (3). It is immediate from conclusions (1) and (2) 
that t,,* has multiplicity at least one in U(v)lK. Proposition 3.5 and 
assumption (c) therefore show that it is enough to prove 
C~/l*lKnM*: 721 G 1. 

First we show that any K n M# highest weight vector for zi. within z,,~ 
has weight A relative to b. In fact, the vector must be a linear combination 
of weight vectors whose weights restrict to I on b _, thus are of the form 
A + ncr with n E Z. For InJ 3 2, we have 

and no such ,4 + m can be a weight. For InI = 1, A + ncr differs from A, by 
the sum of a noncompact root and a compact root, and this is not the sum 
of compact roots (Problems 12 and 13 on p. 478 of [12]). So n =0 is the 
only possibility. 

Second let K, be the analytic subgroup of K containing B and built from 
the root system 

we shall show that any Kn M” highest weight vector of weight ,4 in tAl is 
highest for K,. In fact, let y E Ai, be given. If Iyl* = 2 lc11*, then A + y is too 
long to be a weight of zA2 since 

Since y is in AK,, we may thus assume y is short and y I ~1. If (A, y ) > 0, 
then A + y is too long to be a weight of T,,* since 

So we may assume also that y I A. Let us see that ,4 + y cannot be a 
weightifyIo!buty1/1txInfact,otherwise lA+y12=lA+~+~,lz,and 
A +y is conjugate to ,4 +6 + 6, by W, and even by W,,,. So y is 
conjugate to 6 + 6, by WK.., and 
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Thus y is in the 6 + 6, subgroup. Since ^J is M-noncompact, this conclusion 
contradicts assumption (c). The only remaining possibility is that y II a(. 
In this case Xi, is in (f n m)c and acts as 0 on any Kn M# highest weight 
vector. 

Third let K’ be the analytic subgroup of K containing B and built from 
the root system An,, and let K: be the analytic subgroup of K containing 
B and built from the root system 

A Kl,A - -AM nA.1. 

If unl denotes a nonzero highest weight vector for r,,* and if U(f’) denotes 
the universal enveloping algebra of (fl)o, we shall show that Y= U(f’)n,, 
is irreducible under K’ and contains the full n weight space of r,,,. In fact, 
the irreducibility follows from the Theorem of the Highest Weight. Also V 
contains the full n weight space by the same argument used in connection 
with (7.32). 

Fourth we observe that (Kl, K:) is a symmetric pair. The involution is 
+ 1 on t: and is - 1 on 

Let K.$ be the semisimple subgroup of K’. 
Finally we can complete the proof. Since (Kl, Kf ) is a symmetric pair 

and V is irreducible under K’, the subspace of (K$ n K+)-fixed vectors in 
V is at most one-dimensional. (This is a well known implication due to 
Gelfand and Naimark; see [S, p. 4161.) Since V contains the full n weight 
space, the subspace of (K,I, n K:)-fixed vectors in the A weight space is at 
most one-dimensional. This subspace is the same as the subspace of K, 
highest weight vectors in the /i weight space. We saw that every Kn M# 
highest weight vector of type zj, lies in this subspace, and hence the sub- 
space of Kn M# highest weight vectors of type r1 is at most one-dimen- 
sional. 

Proof of conclusion (4). In the presence of the first three conclusions, 
conclusion (4) follows from Theorem 4.la. 

COROLLARY 7.3. Suppose n > 2 and g = ep(n, l), possibly with abelian 
and compact factors, and suppose in the terminology of [S] that the special 
basic case for the infinitesimal character &, is all of A. Suppose that p = 0, 
that u is adjacent to the long simple root, and that CI is the only noncompact 
simple root. Put A, = (A+c()” and A2== (AI +c1)“. Then T”, and 5n2 have 
multiplicity one in U(fcE), the signature of the standard form on ‘s,,, is 
sgn(v,f - c) = sgn(v; - c), and the signature of the standard form on t,, is 
sgn( v; - c)( v; - c - 2). 
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ProoJ We may as well assume g = sp(n, 1). With standard notation for 
A+, the long simple root is 2e,+, and u is e, - e,, i. The other short 
simple roots are compact. The assumptions force A = 0. Then 6 = e, + e, + i 
and 6, =e,-e,,,,. The hypotheses of Corollary 5.2 are satisfied (with (b) 
valid by Corollary 1.4a), and the conclusions about r,,, follow from 
Theorem 3.3, Proposition 3.5, and Corollary 5.2. The hypotheses of 
Theorem 7.2 are satisfied (with (b) valid by Corollary 1.4a), and the 
conclusions about z,,~ follow. 

8. TWO-STEP FORMULAS APPLICABLE TO SHARPER ESTIMATES IN SO(N,2) 

We continue with the more specialized results that we began to discuss 
in Section 7. The main result of this section we shall state in some 
generality as Theorem 8.1. Our interest in this result is in the two 
corollaries, which specialize the theorem essentially to SO(even, 2) and to 
SO(odd, 2). In reading Theorem 8.1, one should keep these groups in mind 
and think of c( as ej - ej+ i (in standard notation), & as ej + ej+ i , and the 
SO(2) part of K as corresponding to weights ej. 

THEOREM 8.1. With I= 1 and {x1, . . . . aI} = {a}, suppose that 

(a) a is long (if there exist roots of two lengths), 

(b) there exists a unique positive noncompact root PO that is 
orthogonal to a, 

(c) a is conjugate to /IO via an element p of order 2 in WK,n, 

(d) if A,=(A+a)” and A,=(A+a+&,)“, then T”, occurs in 
r, Q pc and 7nZ occurs in z,, QpC, 

(e) if Iz’=l+&,, then z,,, occurs in U(v) exactly twice, once 
because CT,,, I Kn ,+, x:z~]= 1 and once because [z,,,[~~,,,,#:T~,] = 1 and 
[a” lKnM*:T~f] = 1. 

Then 

(1) the vector v2 = E,, (E,, ( uO @ X,) @ X,,) is not zero, and 

(2) (PA,u(vy XpJ f',,Uv, x,1 fo@), u')~+.+B~ = 4 Ial4 d(v) 
b&-' 023 v2 > for a suitable normalization (independent of v) of a highest 
weight vector u’ of VA’ E Vu’, where 

d(v) = v(X, + X-J + vo’ 

- # BEA,,IB-aE4 2W+PoJ-a>,1 
M-al* ’ 
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Moreover if T,,~ has multiplicity at most one in U(v), then 

(3) the pair of K types {A, A2} exhibits J(icE) as not infinitesimally 
unitary for c > d(0). 

Remark. Theorem 8.1 has a dual result obtained by reflection in a. In it 
we use /1,=(/i-~)“, &, conjugate to -c1, and /12=(/i-~+/?o)v. The 
formula for d(v) is changed by changing v$ to vi and by replacing CI 
everywhere by --c1. 

Proof of conclusion (1). We begin by defining u’. If y is in d, n d ~, 
then (PO, y ) = 0 since otherwise one of +& f y would contradict the 
uniqueness in assumption (b). Since c( is long, it follows that 

is an ideal in mc, and m is isomorphic to the sum of sI(2, R) and the Lie 
algebra of a compact group. The root Do is the positive root of the sl(2, R) 
factor of m. 

Meanwhile ,? is the Blattner parameter for the representation (T# of M#, 
and the theory of sl(2, R) tells us that the other Kn M# types of CJ# have 
highest weights A+/&, 1+2/I,, . . . . The element o”(Xs,)* carries T~+,,~~ 
onto T i. + Cn _ ,rpO if n > 0, again by the theory for sl(2, R). Thus we define U’ 
to be the highest weight vector of tj,+80 such that 

a#(q))*U’= ug. (8.1) 

This will be the normalization of U’ that we use in conclusion (1). 
In Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3, we take /I, = u and pz = /I,,, using the element p 

supplied by assumption (3). The result is an element w  satisfying 

Ad(w)X, = cXPO 

Moreover we can take 

and Ad(w)XB, = FX, with ICI = 1. 

vl=~/l,(%O~,) 

Vi =T,,(W) VI =CE,,(v,@Xp,,), 
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the last equality following by Lemma 6.2, and then 

EA,(EA,(~,OX,)OXp,)=EnZ(En,(~oOX~o)OXol) (8.2a) 

E,,(h 0 X,,) = cE,,(4 0 X,). (8.2b) 

Theorem 1.5 and assumption (d) imply that the vectors ui, vi, and (8.2a) 
are all nonzero. In particular, this proves conclusion (1). 

Proof of conclusion (2). Define 

f,(k) = PA, U(V? X,)fO(k) 

f i(k) = PA, U(h Xg,) f,(k). 

The same argument as with (5.31) shows that we can write 

f,(k) = B(v) r/i, (k)r’u, (8.3) 

for a unique B(v) in HomKn,,,+ (V”l, I’““). Then the proof of (6.10) shows 
that 

f;(k)=FB(v)z,,(k)~‘v;. (8.4) 

Assumption (e) implies that we can write 

B(v) = b,(v) B, + b;(v) B;, (8.5) 

where B, carries I”’ to the v” subspace of I/“# and B; carries VA1 to the 
I”’ subspace. Moreover the decomposition into the two terms in (8.5) is 
unique. We shall fix normalizations of B, and B; so that the whole decom- 
position (8.5) is unique. First we write 

B(v)* = b,(v) B: + b;(v) B;* (8.6a) 

with B: mapping the V” subspace of Vu* into VA1 and with B;* mapping 
the v”’ subspace of V” * into V’l. The vectors B: u0 and B; * U’ are nonzero 
Kn M# highest weight vectors within V”’ of respective weights ,l and 1’; 
and assumption (e) says these highest weight vectors are determined up to 
scalars. Since c1 is long, it is a simple matter to check that vi (of weight 
,4 + a) is K n M# highest of weight A and v’, (of weight n + fl,,) is K n MX 
highest of weight 2’. We normalize B: and B’,* by the conditions 

B:u, = u, and B;*u’=v;. (8.6b) 

We shall apply Theorem 5.1 to compute (f,(k), uO),,+&, and we shall 
compute (f ;(W, On+Bo directly. In Theorem 5.1 with p’= /i, condition 
(a) is satisfied since n - (A + 2a) = -2a is not the sum of positive compact 
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roots, condition (b) holds by assumption (d), and condition (c) is satisfied 
trivially. Since 

by (4.4) and (4.5), Theorems 5.1 and 2.1 give 

(~0’ +4X, + L)W,,,(W’~, , 0, >. (8.7) 

To compute (f;(k), u’),,+~~, we review the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 and see that 

with A as in (4.4). Let us refer to the terms as the a term, the m terms, and 
the f terms, respectively. Here A carries V” to the p subspace of V”‘, and 
A * : V” -+ V” vanishes on the VA’ subspace. Consequently the a term and 
the f terms have A*u’ = 0. Thus only the m terms of (8.8) survive. Since a is 
long, the only p’s in A, that have P,Xs # 0 are roots orthogonal to a. By 
assumption (b), only fiO and -/I0 can contribute. For /? = --PO, 
c~#(P,,,X-~,,)*U’ has weight 1+2/I, relative to bh, and so A* must 
annihilate this vector. Hence 

and 

(S;(k), ~‘)~+p~=f la12(~n,(~)-‘4~ 4). (8.9) 

Now we can compute b,(v) and b,(v). From (8.3), we have 
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so that (8.7) gives 

b,(v)=$o’+v(X +x- )) 
4 I x . 
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(8.10a) 

From (8.4), we have 

W(k)> U’)n+&= eB(v) Lt,w’~;~ u’),+po 

=ml,w14, B(V)*U’)A+Ba 

=~bb;(v)(z,,(k)-‘u;, u;>, 

so that (8.9) gives 

a;(v) =; Ial? (8.10b) 

Turning attention to the second step taken by U(v), we run through as 
much of the proof of Theorem 5.1 as we can, obtaining 

(P/l,Wv, qdfAQ u’)A+.+/30 

= 4 lal’[(v + PNX, + X-AI 

x (~/I,(~,@~~,)> 71(k)(B(V)*U’O(X*--X~,)))n+.+Bo 

+pxA t IBI’~~/&,0~,,)~ ~(k)(B(v)*o#(P,XB)*u’~~Xg))n+ol+Bo 
E n 

+p;Ani IBI*uL,h@~p,)> n(k)(~n,(PtXp)*u’OXp)),+.+Bo. 

In the a term and the I terms, we have B(v*)u’=b;o u;. If we make this 
substitution, we see that the a and f terms are just what Theorem 5.1 
calculates when p’ = A + PO, apart from the common factor b;(v). 
Meanwhile the m terms are all 0 except possibly for fi = fiO and /3 = -PO, 
by assumption (b). The term with /I= -PO involves CT#(X-~,,)*U‘, which 
has b _ weight A + 2p, and is annihilated by B(v)*. The term with p = /I0 
involves B(~)*a#(P,X~,)*u’=b,(v) ui. Hence 

x (v+P)(~a+X-,)+ 
[ 

2(-4+Boya> 
Ial2 

-2# Bed,lB-aEd, 1812=la12, 
{ 

2(~+h,B-a>r1 
IS-al’ ’ I 
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+bl(v)!$ (E/l,(Ul OX,,), n(k)(u, @X&J). 

Let us write d,(v) for the expression in brackets. Substitution from (8.2b) 
and (8.10) gives 

In the expression for d,(v), we substitute for 

P(X, +X-J+ 2(A, Wb12 

from Theorem 2.1~ (taking into account assumption (d)), and we obtain 

d,(v)+v,+ +v(X,+X-,) 

= 2v(X, + xp J + 2v,+ 

Substituting into (8.1 l), we obtain conclusion (2). 

Proof of conclusion (3). If we refer to Cl], we see that Theorem 4.la 
remains valid if u0 is replaced by U’ in (4.6). We are assuming T,,> has mul- 
tiplicity d 1 in U(v), and conclusions (1) and (2) show it has multiplicity 
>, 1. The right side of conclusion (2) is of the form Z(k) d(v), and I(k) is not 
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identically 0. Then the modified Theorem 4.la says we have nonunitarity 
when d( - v)/d(v) is negative, and this is conclusion (3). 

COROLLARY 8.2. Suppose n b 2 and g = so(2n, 2), possibly with abelian 
and compact factors, and suppose in the terminology of [ 16, 51 that a is non- 
degenerate and that the special basic case for 2, is all of A. Then there is a 
choice f of sign to that &- c( is conjugate by W, to the unique positive non- 
compact root &, orthogonal to cc; fix this choice of sign. Put A2 = 
(A f a + /&,) ” = A _+ a + PO. Then tn2 has multiplicity one in U($cd), and the 
signature of the standardform on z,, is sgn(v,‘, - c), where vgL and voL are 
the quantities v$ and v; computed in an su(n, 1) subdiagram containing u 
and generated by simple roots of A +. 

Proof. In standard notation let 

and let the noncompact roots be given in terms of an index j by 

We may assume that the simple roots are e, - e,, . . . . e, - e, + i, e, + e, + i as 
usual. If CI = ej - e,+ i, then PO = ej + e, + , and B,, is conjugate to a by WK. If 
c1= ejmm i - ej, then /I, = ejP i + eJ- is conjugate to -a by W,. Because of the 
possibility of reflecting in a, we may assume that we are in the first case. 

Thus a=e.i-ej+, and &=ej+ej+, for some j with l< j<n. Since we 
are in a special basic case, Lemma 2.2 of [S] and a little computation show 
that A = aej with a E Z. Actually one can show a > 0 from Table 2.1 and 
(1.3) of [S]. Hence W,,, = W,. So conditions (a), (b), and (c) in 
Theorem 8.1 are obviously satisfied. Condition (d) is satisfied because of 
Corollary 1.4a. 

Let us consider (e), taking n i = (A + ~1) “. The Blattner parameter 2 is 
the projection of /1 orthogonal to a, hence is 2 = $a(ej + ej+ 1) = +aflO. As 
we showed at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 8.1, m is the sum of 
sl(2, R) and a compact subalgebra. By the theory for 51(2, W), the Kn M# 
types of o# have highest weights ,J + m/$,, m 3 0, relative to b _ , and they 
have multiplicity one in cr# IKn Mc. For R+ m/?,, to extend to a weight 
I+m/?,+ccr of rn, relative to b, we must have 

,I+mg,+cE=A+m+ 
( 

Ccompactroots . 
> 

Extracting the coefficient of ei, we obtain ia +m + c = a + 1. Thus 
c = +a - m + 1 and the weight is 

4(a + 2m) Do + f(a - 2m + 2)~. (8.12) 
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Now n + CL = (a + 1 )ei - e, + , is an extreme weight of z,, and the e, term is 
the same for all weights of r,,. Thus the coefficient of e,+ , in any weight 
must be < 1 in absolute value. Applying this fact to the weight (8.12), we 
see that 

$(a+2m)-)(a-2m+2)=2m-1 is fl. 

Thus m = 0 or m = - 1. In these cases, the weight (8.12) is A + D! or /1+ PO, 
and it is extreme, hence of multiplicity one. Thus r,,, has multiplicity at 
most two in U(v)(,. Since ix is long, it is a simple matter to check that the 
weight vectors for weights A + CL and ,4 + 13, are indeed Kn M# highest. 
Then (e) follows. 

Moreover /i +a+&,=/1 +2ej= (a+2) e, is Ai dominant and is 
orthogonal to all members of A,. Thus r,,2 is one-dimensional. Con- 
sequently tnl has multiplicity at most one in U(v). 

Therefore conclusion (3) of Theorem 8.1 is applicable. Since all roots 
have the same length and since LI is orthogonal to all members of A,, we 
have 

d(0) = vo’ - woJ-+>l 
l8-42 ’ 

=v 0’ -#{BI~=ej&ejwithi#jandi#j+l) 

= vo’ -2# {pIB=ej+ e,withi#jandi#j+l} 

-2#(flIP=ej+eiwithi#jandi#j+f} 

= v&. 

The 5u(n, 1) diagram can be taken as the one with roots k(ei-e,), and 
the result follows. 

COROLLARY 8.3. Suppose n 2 2 and g = so(2n + 1, 2), possibly with 
abelian and compact factors, suppose that c( is long, and suppose in the ter- 
minology of [ 16, 51 that o is nondegenerate and that the special basic case 
for A,, is all of A. Then th ere is a choice + of sign so that *a is conjugate by 
W, to the unique positive noncompact root B,, orthogonal to u; fix this choice 
of sign. Put A, = (A f M + BO) ” = A + a + PO. Then tn2 has multiplicity one 
in U(+cE), and the signature of the standardform on 7A2 is sgn(v2, + 1 - c), 
where vzL and vcL are the quantities vg+ and v; computed in an eu(n, 1) sub- 
diagram’containing a and generated by simple roots of A +. 
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Proc$ In standard notation let 

and let the noncompact roots be given in terms of an index j by 

We may assume that the simple roots are e, -e,, . . . . e, - e, + i, e,, , as 
usual. Normalizing matters as in Corollary 8.2, we may take a = ej - ej+ i 
and Po=ej+ej+,, so that DO is conjugate to a by W,. 

As in Corollary 8.2, we have /i = aej with a E Z and a >O. Hence 
W K,n = W,. Then (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 8.1 are certainly satisfied, 
but (d) needs to be checked. Let /i, = (/1+ a) “. We have 

A,=(aej+(ej-e,+,))” = 
i 

el+(a+l)ej if j>l 
e,+ (a+ l)e, if j= 1, 

and in either case, (,4 +a)” =/i +/I with b long. By Theorem 1.3, T,,, 
occurs in t, @ pc. Also A, has 

A2=(A+a+f10)” =((a+2)ej)” =(a+2)ej, (8.13) 

and this is /i, +/I with p long. Again by Theorem 1.3, rnz occurs in 
tn, @ pc. This proves (d). 

The proof of (e) is the same as in Corollary 8.2. Moreover r,, is one- 
dimensional, by (8.13) and hence has multiplicity at most one in U(v)1 K. 

Therefore conclusion (3) of Theorem 8.1 is applicable. Since ,4 is 
orthogonal to all members of d K and since 2 (&, r)/lyl 2 is even when 
y E A, is short, we have 

d(0) = vo’ - 2@*, /3-a) > 1 
la-d2 ’ 

=v 0’ -2#{/3~~=ej+e,withi#jandi#~+1}-#{~I~=e~} 

=1+2w) 
~+~#(~EA,+I~-~EA} IQI 

-2#{BI/?=ei+eiwithi#jandi#j+1}-#(fiIfl=ej} 

=V~L+ #{PlP=ej) 
=v&+ 1. 

The eu(n, 1) diagram is the one with roots _+ (ej-ee,), and the result 
follows. 
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9. TWO-STEP FORMULA APPLICABLE TO GAP IN S0(2n,3) 

The third kind of specialized result is applicable in certain situations in 
S0(2n, 3) and establishes a gap of nonunitarity that is only half the width 
of the gap that occurs in Section 7 for Sp(n, 1). We shall state the result in 
the same generality as in [S]. 

THEOREM 9.1. With I = 1 and (~1,) . . . . a,} = {a}, suppose n > 2 and 
g = so(2n, 3). Suppose further that c1 is long, that CJ is nondegenerate in the 
sense of [16], that the short A+ simple root E is basic (in the terminology of 
[S]), and that the special basic case for 1, is the maximal su(n, 1) diagram 
containing u that is generated by simple roots of A+. Let [ be the sum of the 
simple roots strictly between c( and E in the Dynkin diagram, and suppose { is 
(nonzero and) noncompact. Put A;- = (A -a)” and A, = (A + ([+ E))” = 

A + [ + E. Then 

(1) z,.,~ has multiplicity one in U(v)1 K 

6’) (PA, WV, x,,) f’,; U(v, JL)f&L uo>,, 

=~[(v(x,+x~.)+v,)(v(x,+x~.)+r, -I] 

where 

02 = E,,(E,; (00 0 X-J 0 X,) (9.1) 

(3) the vector v2 in (9.1) is not zero 

(4) the signature of the standard form for U(tcE)l, on z,+ is 

w(vc - c)(v, - 1 - c). 

Preliminaries. In standard notation let 

and let the simple roots be e, - e2, . . . . e, - e,, , , e,, , as usual. Then we 
haves=e,+,, and we define j by the condition c( = ej - ej + , , 1~ j d n. The 
root c=ei,,-ee,+, is assumed noncompact. Therefore j is <n, and the 
noncompact simple roots are exactly 
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in order that g g 50(2n, 3). So 

A,= (+eife,,,li#j+ 1, m#j+ 1, ifm} u (kej+,}. 

Notice that { fej, 1} corresponds to an su(2) factor of f. By assumption 
the special basic case is to correspond to all roots + (ei - e,). 

Computing with the formulas of [ 51 (namely ( 1.3), Table 2.1, and 
Lemma 2.2), we find 

‘I + 1 

A=ae,+,+ 1 +ei 

i=l 
(9.2) 

with a E Z and a > 0. Then 

A-cc=(a+l)e,+,+ C +ei--+ej 
i #j 

(A-a)” =A-a+(ej-e,+,)=A+(ei+,-en+,). 

This is of the form A + 6 ~ with 6- long, and thus Theorem 1.3 shows that 

z,, occurs in z, 0 pc. (9.3) 

Since 

A+ct=(a-l)e,+,+$e,+ 1 iei, 
i#j 

we see from the presence of the 3/2 that 

A + tc is not a weight of z,,, . (9.4) 

Meanwhile 

?I+1 

~,=(A+e,+,)“=A+ej+,=(a+l)ej+,+ 1 tei. (9.5a) 
,=I 

Notice that another formula for ,4, is 

A,=A--cr+e,. (9.5b) 

We have 

A,=A+e,+, =A; -& +e,+,=A; +e,+,. (9.6) 

The only short Ai simple root is ej+ 1, and this is not in A,,, since by 
assumption ej + , is not in the special basic case; hence Theorem 1.3 and the 
formula (9.6) show that 

t,, occurs in 5,i @ pc. (9.7) 
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Proof qf conclusion (1). First let us show that 

CU~v~l~~~~~l~Lt~~lKnM4~Til (9.8) 

by showing that (3.18) has no solutions. If there is a solution, we have 

A,=A+ c k,P+ 1 n,,,y+ma (9.9) 
/IE AT,. yEA; 

with integer coefficients, k, 2 0, ny 2 0, and some k, > 0. All the B’s and y’s 
in (9.9) have zero coefficient for ei if i < j, as we see inductively by taking 
the inner product of (9.9) with the dominant form e, + ... + ei. Con- 
sequently no y in (9.9) is of the form -e, + e;. The projection of (9.9) to the 
span of ej and e,+ , is therefore 

e ,+I =k(e,+e,+,)+nej+, +m(ej-ej.1) with k > 0, n 3 0. 

The coefficients of ej give 0 = k + m. So m = -k, and the coefficients of ej+ , 
therefore give 1 = k + n - ( -k). So 2k + n = 1, and we conclude k = 0 and 
n = 1. The remaining contribution to (9.9) satisfies 

0 = C (positive roots) 

and hence is all zero. Thus C k,fl = 0, and (3.18) has no solutions. 
Next let us see that 1 extends to a weight of r,,z in only one way, with the 

weight of multiplicity one. Thus suppose /i + ctl is a weight of 5A2 with 
c E Z. From (9.2), we obtain 

A+ca=(a-c)ej+, +($+c)e,+ C $e,. 
r#j 

From (9Sa), we see that any weight of r,,2 must have e, component 
between -4 and +f. Thus c=O or c= -1. If c= -1, the candidate for a 
weight is /i -a. Since (9.5b) gives 

AZ-(A-a)=ej, 

which is a noncompact root, /i - c1 does not differ from LI* by the sum of 
compact roots. (See Problems 12 and 13 on p. 478 of [ 123.) Thus n - c1 is 
not a weight. Thus c = 0 is the only possibility, and the candidate for a 
weight is /1. Since LI differs from the highest weight .4, only on the su(2) 
factor of I, and since irreducible representations of ~(2) have all weights of 
multiplicity one, n has multiplicity one in z,,~. Hence 2 extends to a weight 
of T/l* only as /1, and n has multiplicity one. Consequently r1 occurs in 
zA2 1 Kn M* at most once. 
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Hence r,,* occurs in U(v)IK at most once. The fact that it occurs at least 
once will follow from conclusions (2) and (3). 

Proof of conclusion (2). Let 

u,=E,,(uoOX-.). 

This is nonzero by (9.3) and Theorem 1.5. Define 

f,(k) = p/4; WV, L)foW). 

The same argument as with (5.31) shows that we can write 

fA~)=wT4,w1h (9.10) 

for a unique B(v) in HomKnMx (V”I, Vu”). 
We can apply Theorem 5.1 with A’ = A to evaluate (f,(k), u,,),, _ n. The 

only nontrivial hypothesis is (b), which was verified above in (9.3). Since 
&(/c:J, uo),, = (zA(k))‘u,, uO) by (4.4) and (4.5) Theorems 5.1 and 2.1 
give 

<f,mlL.=~(YO +v(X,+X-,))(z,;(k)~‘u,,u,). (9.11) 

Turning attention to the second step taken by U(v), we run through as 
much of the proof of Theorem 5.1 as we can, obtaining 

(PAZ WV, q f,(k)> hl>/l 

=tlcrl*C(V+p)(X,+X-.)l 

x (E/l,(u, O&,)3 a)(4v)*%O we + X-J)>, 

+ 1 tlDI’(~&+@~e,)~ ~(k)(zA,(P,Xg)*g(V)*UoOXg)).. 
BEAll 

(9.12) 

(The m term gives 0 because of the calculation that proves (9.8).) In the 
first sum, only the terms in B(v)*u, @ (A’, + X-,) of weight A survive, and 
in the second sum, only terms in ~~~ (PtXg)*B(v)*uoOXg of weight ,4 
survive. Since (9.4) shows that ,4 + 0: is not a weight of ~ni, we see that 

B(v)*uO= ‘B(vj*yi’ ‘I’ u, +irrelevant terms 
UI 

= b(v) 0, + irrelevant terms, 
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Substituting into (9.12), we obtain 

=h(v) a142C(V+P)(Jf,+LH 
i 

Here we can compute b(v) in the usual way: From (9.10) we have 

(fi(k),u,).~.=(B(v)z,,(k) -‘Ulrh)A-. 

= kl,W’~,, ~(v)*~o)n- 2 

=4w,;(~)-‘~,, u,>, 

so that (9.11) gives 

b(v)=llli(V, +v(X 
4 [I +x- )) I . (9.14) 

Let us concentrate on the f terms in (9.13). The only contribution from 
P,X, comes from a term with [,I-,, X,]. We imitate a certain amount of 
the proof of Theorem 5.1, starting after (5.14). The term b = --c1 gives 0, 
and the term /I = c1 gives 

; 142ml,(~, Ok,,,, W)(u, OX,)> {2(Ala/f’ a) 1 . (9.15) 

For the remaining /?‘s, the relevant term of PrX, is -(p+ q)-l [X_,, X,] 
by (5.4b); here /? - pcx, . . . . b+qa is the a root string through /I. Thus the 
relevant term of 7nc(PtXg)*u, OX, is 

(p + 4)~‘7n; [J-a, x,1 01 ox,. (9.16) 

If (A - ~1, /I - CX) < 0 or if p - a is not a root, then the first factor of 
(9.16) gives 0. The remaining /?‘s are those in the set 

T= {P~drtlB- @Edand (A-cr,p-cr)>O}. 

The long roots PEA,, with P-aeA are fi= +ei-eei+, with i#j and 
i#j+l. Then /?-cr= fei-e,. For such a root p, -2(a,p--a)/ 
]p-c~l~=l,sothattheconditiontobeinTis (A,/I-cc)>,O.From(9.2), 
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we see that (A,B-a)=0 for /?=ei-e,,, and (A,b-a)<0 for 
p = - 6’; - ej + r. Thus the long roots in T are those in 

The only short root BE A, with /I--a~ A is b =ej, which has 
(/i-~,~-~)=((~+~)e~+~,ej+~)>O. Thus 

T= T, u {ej>. 

The roots b in T, we can handle in the usual way: A - a+ /? is not a 
weight of z,,~ since 

A-U+B=A+ei-ei=(U+t)ej+,+~e,-tej+t C ek 
other k 

and since 3/2 is too large to occur as a coeflicient of a weight (except on 
e, + , ). Thus (9.16), when projected by E,,, is 

E,,((p+q)~‘5,;[X,,x-slu10xB) 

= -(p+q)~‘E,,(u,O(adCX,, J’-,1)X,)= -E,,,(~,O~,). (9.17) 

For a= ej, which is the remaining root in T, we have p + q = 2, and we 
shall prove below that 

2C-4, ej+ I > 
EA,(T,; LX,, X-e,1 03X,)= ,ej+1,2 E,,,(u,OX,). (9.18) 

Putting together formulas (9.13) through (9.18), we thus obtain 

(P,,Uv, KJf,W~ uo>n 

=g (E,,(o,OX,,), n(~)(u,O~,))Cv, +4x,+X,)1 

+ (v+P)(X,+X-J+ 
[ 

2(/l-a, u) 2(4ej+1) 
(u,2 -WBGl+ lej+112 1 . 

(9.19) 

Let us consider roots /l E A, with p+ aE A. The only short such root is 
B=-e,,andithas (A,fl+a>=(A, -e,+,)<O.Thelongsuchrootsare 
fl= +e,+ej+,, and the subset 

580%2!1-15 
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works out as 

= {P-w=~,+e,+, with i#jand i#j+ l}. 

Since T, and T, have the same number of elements, (9.3) and the equality 
I = vi in Theorem 2.1 give 

The last line of (9.19) is thus 

2(A,GI)+2(A--C(,a)+2(n,ej+l> 
=v(X,+X-,)+v, + (a,2 

blZ lej+ II* 

2(f4ej>-2 
=v(X,+X-,)+v, + ,e,,* 

=v(X,+X-,)+v, - 1. 

Substituting into (9.19), we obtain the desired formula for conclusion (2). 
Thus the proof of conclusion (2) will be complete once we prove (9.18). 

To prove (9.18), we recall that A, - A = e,, , shows that A differs from 
the highest weight of T,,* only in the su(2) part of f; thus A has multiplicity 
one in t,,. Since u = E,,(u, @ Xe,) is a nonzero highest weight vector 
(Theorem 1.5) and since (AZ, ej+ I ) > 0, z,,~ [A’,, X,]u is a nonzero 
vector of weight A. Thus 

E,,(u, OX,) = CT/f2 cx,, L,l En,(U, OK,) (9.20) 

for some constant c. 
Before determining c, let us write 

Our bilinear form B, has 

and thus (2.la) shows ab = - 1. Hence 

crJL> X,l~ cxa, L,ll= -we,+,7 L,+,l= -He,+,. (9.21) 
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Returning to (9.20) we apply rn2 [AL,, Xc,] to both sides. Then we find 

-- c 2(A2,e,+,) 

lej+l I2 
E”,(UI 0 J-,,I 

= -crn,(H,,+,)En,(u,OX,,) 

=47/l, CJL, &,I, 74 cx,, L,ll E/l,(u, oxj, by (9.21) 

= cm* CL,, &,I 74 LX,, X-J E/l,(UI 0 q 

= 7n2 CL, &,I E,,(u, OX,) by (9.20) 

= E/f2(u* 0 [CX-,, KJ X,1) 

= -E,,,(u, 0 X.,). 

Thus c is nonzero and is given by c-l = 2(/12, ej+ ,)/lej+ 1 12, and (9.20) 
gives 

2(A2,e,+,) 

le,+l I2 
EA,(UI 0 J’J 

=En,(7,, CJfm X--e,1 ~1 OK,, + E/do, 0 [LX,> L,l, JG,l, 

= E,,(7,, CJf,, X-c,1 ~10 X,1 + =,,(ul @J-d 

Formula (9.18) follows immediately from this equation. 

Proof of conclusion (3). We have seen that the vector on the right side 
of (9.20) is nonzero and that c is nonzero. The left side is the vector u2, and 
hence v2 is nonzero. Combining this result with conclusion (2), we see that 
z,,~ must occur in U(v)1 K. This proves the remaining part of conclusion (1). 

Proof of conclusion (4). By conclusion (l), 7,,* occurs in U(v)1 K with 
multiplicity one. Thus Theorem 4.la is applicable, and the result follows 
from conclusions (2) and (3). 

10. TWO-STEP FORMULA GIVING ELLIPTICAL CUT-OFFS 

For the final specialized result, we return to a general set {a,, . . . . a,}. The 
interest is in passing from A to some (A + a,) ” and then back to A when 
the argument in Corollary 5.2 breaks down. Theorem 6.4 dealt with one 
situation where this argument breaks down, namely when there is W, con- 
jugacy between .4 f a, and some ,4 + a,. Theorem 10.1 will give a different 
estimate in this situation and will treat also the case where /1+ a, is a non- 
extreme weight in t(,, ~ X,)V, provided the weight has multiplicity one. We 
used this result in [2] in the determination of the unitary dual of SU(N, 2), 
and the result is especially helpful also with SO(N, 2) and Sp(N, 2). 
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THEOREM 10.1. Fix roots k c(, and +x,, Mlith r #s and Mith the ttz’o 
choices of sign not necessarilJ1 the same. Put A’ = (A k r,) ” , and assume that 
A &- x,, is a weight of multiplicity one in T,,.. Suppose that 

(a) the only weights in 7,,, of the form A + 2, or A - X, are A & rr and 
A ix,, 

(bl) t,, occurs in Tn @p”, 

(b2) no BEA, has /Illa, ,..., u,~. ,, ~-(+Lx,)EA, I/?12>ltl,(2, and 
<~,P-(~%))=O, 

(c) there exists C > 0 such that the nonzero vector 

satisfies 

I/‘= CE,(E,,(U,OX,,,)OX~,..~,), (10.2) 

(d) whenever /I in A, is such that fiIIcc,,...,cr,+,, /3+(+tl,)~A, 
and A-l) is a weight oftA,, then (A,/l+(+a,))>O, 

(e) Eq. (3.18) for A’- A has no solutions with CBEdf,, kaP nonzero. 

Then 

(PA U(v, x- cka,J f’/uu(v, J’-,,,)f,(k), uo>/, 

= &(7,, (k)-‘u”, v”) 

x Cl~,12{V(X,,+X-.,)2-(V~r)2} 

+ c- ’ 1% 12(W,+ xx,)* - cv&,‘}l, 

where vhr and ~2,~ are the uersions of v$ defined at the end of Section 2 for a, 
and CI,. 

Remarks. (1) If all noncompact roots are short, then (bl) is satisfied 
automatically, according to Corollary 1.4, and (b2) is satisfied trivially. 

(2) When (bl) holds, then also rn occurs in r,, 0 pc. This is a formal 
consequence of Theorem 1.3, and also it follows immediately by using 
characters. 

(3) Theorem 2.1, as amplified in the remarks at the end of Section 2, 
applies to v$~ because of assumption (bl). Therefore we can write, in 
obvious notation. 

I( +a,) = -11( +a,) = V&. 
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(4) A similar formula 

1(&m,)= -II(fa,)=v& 

is applicable to f TV,, even though we have not assumed that z,,, +asjy 
occurs in r,, @ pc. What we have assumed is (b2) above, and the proof of 
Theorem 2.1~ shows that no further assumption is needed. 

(S) The expressions for I( + a,) and 11( +_a,) simplify under our 
assumptions. Let us see that 

is empty. In fact, if j is in the set, then -j is strongly orthogonal to 
a,, . ..) a,-, and has (-/?+(&-oz~)E~, I-P(*<(M,~*, and 

By the contrapositive of assumption (d), applied to -/I, we see that /i +/I 
is not a weight of r,,,. On the other hand, /1+ ~1, is a weight of r,,. with 
(A f xX, /I - ( + ~1,)) < 0, and thus the sum /i + /I is a weight, contradic- 
tion. As a result, I( f tl,) simplifies to 

-2#{BEd.lBIla,,...,a,~,;B-(fa,)Ed; 

(A-(ka,)>>O}. 

Similarly 

1 
BEdnIb 11 ul, . . . . kI; 

B+(*a,)E4 lP12< la,12, 
2<n IL a,, B f a,> 

IB+a,12 =’ I 

is empty as a consequence of (d), and 11( +a,) simplifies to 

W *a,) = P(X,~ + X,J - 2<n +a,, &a,> 
la,l* 
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Prooj: Let 

This is nonzero by assumption (bl) and Theorem 1.5. Then u” in (10.1) is 
nonzero by remark (2) and Theorem 1.5. Define 

f,(k) = PA, WV> X,x,) h(k). 

The same argument as with (5.31) shows that we can write 

f,(k) = B(v)7/l,(k) ‘0, (10.3) 

for a unique B(v) in HomKn ,,,,+ (V”‘, Vu”). 
Let 

Since u” ~0, it follows from assumption (c) that u, ~0. Therefore 

u,~ is a nonzero weight vector in z,,. of weight A f x,~. (10.4) 

We can apply Theorem 5.1 with A’= n to evaluate (f,(k), ZQ,),,+~,. 
Hypothesis (a) holds because /i - (/1 f a,f or,) is not a sum of positive 
compact roots, and hypothesis (c) is satisfied trivially. The only nontrivial 
hypothesis is (b), which is given here as assumption (bl). Since 
(f,(k), hl>,= (7/l(k)-‘%? II,,) by (4.4) and (4.5), Theorem 5.1 and 
remark (3) give 

We can try to use the argument of Theorem 5.1 to evaluate 
(f,(k), ~O)/lfrx,. When we treat the f term corresponding to BE A,,, we get 
0 as usual if /? is not strongly orthogonal to cxt, . . . . c(,- t, if B - (kc(,) is not 
a root, or if (/i, fi - ( f a,)) < 0. Applying the contrapositive of assumption 
(d) to -B, we see in the remaining cases that /i + p is not a weight of rnC. 
Therefore r,,, [Xka,, XP,] moves over in the usual way to act on X, by 
-adCX,,A3 X_,]. We arrive at 
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with I(fcc,) given as in remark (5). By remark (4), we can rewrite this as 

Turning attention to the second step taken by U(v), we run through the 
first part of the proof of Theorem 5.1, obtaining 

with the m terms giving 0 by assumption (e). 
We go through the usual argument with weights to determine as much of 

B(v)*u, as possible. Since A f tc, has multiplicity one in r,,, (10.4) and 
assumption (a) lead us in the usual way to write 

+ (B(v)*% us> 
M2 u, + irrelevant terms 

-- 
= b,(v) v, + h,(v)v, + irrelevant terms. (10.8) 

Here we can compute b,(v) and b,(v) as follows: From ( 10.3) we have 

(f,(k), uo> = <B(v) z,,,(k)-‘v,, uo> = <~,c(k)-‘u,, B(v)*u,) 

= ~,(v)(~,~(k)-‘u,, v,> 

+ b,(v)(t,,(k)-‘v,, v,) + irrelevant terms. 

Taking Fourier coefficients and using (10.5) and (10.6) gives us 

b,(v) + (vi& + 4x,, + x-,)I (10.9a) 

b,(v)J$ cvc& + VGf& + X-J). (10.9b) 
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To evaluate (10.7), we substitute from (10.8) and obtain 

x (E/l(u,OX (kc+) 13 x(k)(z,.(P,X,)*u,OX,)), . (10.10) 
> 

Here the only contribution from the first occurrence of z,(P,XP)* is from 
the term involving z,! [X C_+l,I, K,], and the only contribution from the 
second occurrence of r,,(PJ,)* is from the term involving 
~n’CX-(+r,)> x-,1. 

For the first expression in braces in (lO.lO), we argue just as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1. If we take into account the equality II( *a,) = - v,$, in 
remark (3), we see that the expression in braces is 

$ I~,I*<~,(~,O~- (+r,)L 4k)(urOX-(*.,,)) 

x c-v~,+v(~,+~~.,)l. (lO.lla) 

For the second expression in braces in (lO.lO), we begin to process the f 
term from /I just as in Theorem 5.1. Suppose B # -(*a,) and 
7,. CX-,+a,)r X-,] u, # 0. Then p + ( *a,) is in d and LI - fl is a weight of 
z,,‘. Assumption (d) gives (/1, p + (*a,)) 20. Hence 
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and (A + 01~) + j3 is not a weight of T,,. This means that the 
z,,.[X-(~~~), X-,] moves over as -ad[X-(,,X,, X-,] to act on X,, and 
the argument of Theorem 5.1 goes through. We are led to the simplified 
expression for II( SLY,) in remark (5), and we see that the second expression 
in braces in (10.10) is 

a I~,12(~,(U,0~- (fd ewuw-(,,,)) 
x C-v&+W,+L*)l. (lO.llb) 

Now we substitute (10.9) and (10.1 I ) into (10.10), and then we sub- 
stitute (10.2) into the result. The theorem follows. 
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